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reason, logic and a desire for reclaiming brotherhood.
In the U.S.A. today, the flags fly while the voices
RE: TERRORISTS AND TERRORISM ON A rise in national anthems and, yes, in a turn to GOD
who is recognized by “Amazing Grace”. Do YOU
“FREE-WILL” PLANET
receive or give forth “Grace” this day? God offers the
Hatonn—THE
ENEMY
HAS
SHOWN starving child in South Africa or in the streets of Manila
HIMSELF—AND YOU ARE BLINDED BY YOUR HIS Grace while $40 billion are poured into fixing “it”
TEARS AND CONFUSION. LET NOT EITHER for the wealthiest humans on Earth today.
Will the mind-control games work? That is up to
ONE HOLD YOU FROM REALIZATION THAT
THAT WHICH IS GREATER THAN THE MOST you. You are affixed by the tools of transfixation to
EVIL OF MEN—ULTIMATELY WINS IN THIS no other choices—to be bombarded, hopefully, by your
CONFRONTATION COME BEFORE YOU.
manipulating puppet-masters into reacting exactly as
WHAT YOU HAVE WITNESSED, AND THAT you are now programmed to react. Listen to the
IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED, WILL trigger terms of “kill”, “blast”, “flatten”, “blow away”
ULTIMATELY CAUSE THE VIPERS TO RAISE while an enemy is constructed before your eyes. You
THEIR HEADS. THEY WILL BE “FOUND-OUT” have literally had to have an enemy BUILT (created)
before you to even know who to search for and kill. In
AND THEY WILL BE LEFT WANTING.
Every man, woman and child should stand tall this the interim you will literally pay for and “fix” the
day and recite his pledge of allegiance and then he problems of those Elite money brokers while going
should turn within and ask for WISDOM—not directly to annihilate their enemies for them. Wow, is
“reaction”—that there might be a united world in this ever a nice world for your manipulators!
Citizen, in the U.S. the pledge
of
allegiance
goes something like:
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“I pledge allegiance to the flag and to the nation
for which it stands, one nation, UNDER GOD,
indivisible, with LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR
ALL.” How long has your country been out
from “under God” while you serve Mammon?
How long, America, have you forgotten and moved
away from Liberty and Justice FOR ALL? I note this
day far more “brotherhood” than ever presented prior
to now—and you don’t even know who or what to hit
and murder first. Will you always turn to murder in
reaction to that which offends thee?
In the moment of “hit back”, nations all over the
globe are having to make commitments which, if kept,
will destroy their very countries. Terrorism, in fact, is
that which is the most elusive of Satan’s games.
WHO do you strike? Terrorists come in the form
of even children who want to get “even” with the
bully who taunts them. Are you but children?
Watch what happens, students, as you watch your
lives roll before you on the eve of choosing.
You watched Satan rise from the rubble and in the
very smoke and fire from the destruction in one “new”
(Continued on page 2)
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YORK. Does that mean he will be Lord? Does it mean
that YOU will cause him to depart? The choice is yours.
You KNEW it would be this way. Over and over
you were told that you would give away every last
freedom you hold in an effort to stop the insanity of
such acts as happened in New York City. Your
response, rightfully so, “Well, we have to be safe.”
Indeed. ARE YOU SAFE? Will bombing Afghanistan
off the map (which you can’t—for it will remain on the
map and all the hatred with it if you do this thing)
somehow make it better? Worse? Or, will it bring
about the war which is being orchestrated so carefully
in the Holy Lands for your participation on a global
scale beyond all that has come before?
You have to be in a foreign country to perhaps
realize that not a word is coming out of Israel or
Palestine that makes it onto the ONLY TV network
working abroad. This IS the way of it, readers. One
focus, not even advertising to break the programming,
one message changing gradually to manipulate your
mindset into controlled focus where you will pray to
God to get to send off your babies to kill, kill, kill that
the Elite might live in wealth and luxury AND
POWER. There has to be a massive, major war, my
dear ones, to pay the outstanding bills at your doorstep.
I will point out a couple of things which I hope you
notice before you condemn nations and people.
There was a brief statement which was
immediately cut off the air on the international
airwaves. The TV host said that when they
returned to the air after a brief break they would tell
the reason “more Morgan Stanley people were not
caught...”. Oh? The word is already out that
secondary explosions brought the burning buildings
down so methodically—not melting steel.
Damage to surrounding structures and the
collapses themselves show damages recognized as
being struck by fragments of debris with such force as
to only come directly from explosives at the lower
level than where the planes struck the twin towers.
Will that ever be publicly recognized or will you
blast someone else off the Earth and call it
“healing”? This was the most spectacular show
of planned evil ever worked on you-the-people.
Oh, the IBC people will be handsomely paid off
by every other resource from insurance to gaining
support to probably shoring up the collapsed
calamities in the economic centers here and there
while flags wave, citizens weep and the real culprits
of evil make an effort to walk away. No, students,
this time they will NOT “just walk away laughing all
the way to the bank”—but few of you will realize as
much. The stock market was NOT closed all week
because of the twin towers. The world waits!
THERE HAS TO BE A MAJOR WAR
TO
SALVAGE
THE
FINANCIAL
CIRCUMSTANCE OF THE WORLD
ELITE—YES, IT “IS” THAT BAD.
Do you perceive that I am somehow telling you to
be less patriotic, fly no flags or what? NO, get those
flags out onto every post, tree, pole and in YOUR
HEARTS. The United States of America is the most
blessed nation on the globe—and from there must
come the heart and SOUL of change. Your ENEMY
has given you opportunity to renew your allegiance TO
GOD, people, while you have a demonstration of blood
and destruction before your eyes as witness to what
evil is capable of presenting. It is a time to change

HEARTS—or, to build walls larger than you can hurdle.
This is a very, very big balloon, witnesses. Will man turn
to God or to Satan? Religions don’t count here, until you
somehow pronounce something against another.
And note, that which you put DOWN is “not of
God” but doctrines of MAN. Well, your most recognized
teachers spoke of God but presented AS MAN.
The United States of America is at the crossroads.
In which direction will it turn? Oh, the actions will be
said to be in the name of God, but is that likely?
Please note what else is happening in the nonnews which allows you to KNOW truth. Even in
England the game goes on with more people in
London singing the U.S. national anthem, even at the
changing of the guard at the Queen’s palace (at her
order). Even in the Cathedral of St. Paul the U.S.
national anthem was played just prior to the God
Save the Queen (which bears the SAME music as
one of your most cherished U.S. national hymns).
Then you see the great U.S. flag draped onto major
British buildings—IN HONOR. No, chelas, it is in
recognition of the U.S. remaining a British Colony—from
Sea to Shining Sea. The people in power in the U.S. are
even dubbed “Sir” (knights) of the British Empire.
And KNOW, as well, that this is a direct line
to Britain’s “Israel’ (don’t confuse with israel)
control of the world.
Ah, indeed, across the screens of your vidiot boxes
ran last evening the message: “Hard-line Iranians blame
Israel for the Trade Center bombings. (No, readers,
this is not a figment of imaging. This was ON THE
SCREEN—not spoken but run over and over again in
the caption line.) The message went on to say that “it
could be no other way, for ONLY the Zionists of
Israel could conceive and orchestrate such a PLAN.
Death to Israel.” [MM: see “ISRAEL MOSSAD
LINKS TO WORLD TRADE CENTER
ATTACK” on page 20.]
This came out in Friday PRAYERS and the
chanting was “Death to Israel”.
Since you have ONLY “controlled” media, it
was NOT AN ACCIDENT THAT SUCH A
MESSAGE WAS PRESENTED. IT IS IN
DIRECT RETALIATION TO THE RACIST
CONFERENCE IN AFRICA JUST FINISHED.
Watch the clues. The Iranians immediately
objected and denied any such statements.
You are told EXACTLY who is responsible and
then the tail wagging the dog is presented and that tale
WAGS THE WORLD because the DOGS OF WAR
ARE MANIPULATED AND PRESENTED BY
THE VERY DOG-MASTERS THEMSELVES.
ALTERNATIVES?
Oh, no, I am not going to go into details of
alternatives because YOU KNOW WHAT
THOSE ARE and who your very own personal
enemies of freedom ARE.
PHILIPPINES IN TERRIBLE STRAITS
BETWEEN ROCKS AND HARD PLACES
In countries as in the Philippines this day, the
terror is not in a Trade Center bombing in New
York, U.S.A.; it is, “What is going to happen to the
Philippines?” The people know that if the Philippines
fails to go to war with the U.S. it cannot survive.
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It also knows that if it fails to capitulate to every
wish of the Big Brother, that it cannot survive
because it will be totally destroyed financially.
You see, the global Elite have placed the
Philippines into a most remarkable slot when Bush
says “...those who harbor...” are equal targets.
Well, the Philippines has “harbored”—bin Laden
himself and lots of his troopers. Bin Laden even has
a wife who is Filipino. The facts are, however, that
it is KNOWN that the Abu Sayyaf is fully
controlled and run by the CIA-Mossad.
As we speak there is a standoff of drug
lords. There is a demand for banking laws to
stop the money laundering while the biggest banks
in the world are the ones who even have a silent
CENTRAL bank in the Philippines.
The Central Bank Governor (of the government
public recognition) admits that “over” 96% of the
nation’s GOLD has been sent out of the Philippines to
the banks in London in exchange credits. Do you
really think the banks are not in trouble today?
The U.S. Stock Market COULDN’T open this
week and incredible efforts to shore up the economy
are underway in this interim political patriotic period
of mourning. Don’t you know that Alan Greenspan
even got caught in airflight shutdown? He was in
Basel, Switzerland! Now why would Alan
Greenspan, head of the Federal Reserve be meeting
so desperately in Switzerland? Could it be over and
about the prime Central Bank called the Bank of
International Settlements (BIS)? And isn’t it also
interesting that the New York Fed President William
McDonough was also there? Interesting: “Both had
been expected to leave Tuesday, but their flight was
turned back after the terrorist attacks in the United
States.” Turned back from where to where?
Does anyone but me find it interesting that these
dudes seem to get wherever they want to go but the
airports and transportation are shut down as if by the
hand of God—for the rest of you-the-people? Some of
the reporters had to take bus-line transportation.
Do you really think the top politicians took
busses? Just how did they all get around so quickly?
And, yes, THAT is a very, very good question!
You are experiencing a full-blown trial run of
the LEGAL regulations on ALL THINGS. This
covers a multitude of LAWS and Executive Orders
long in place. Note also that you have a president
ready to “call up thousands upon thousands of
‘reserves’”. That brings into FULL OPERATION
“martial law” and a control over travel, privacy,
transportation and ALL THAT MEANS, citizens.
Dharma and/or E.J. COULD NOT GET
HOME TODAY IF THEY HAD TO.
You are witness to the unfolding of THE PLAN
for the New Global Order—but based on the economic
disaster just barely hidden under the coffin lids.
There is another big, big trial balloon: “We
may have to shed American blood to stop the
insanity...”. Oh, whose blood will that be,
America? Whose blood and whose lives will
THAT be, World? Your loved ones, your
children—OR the ones in the political game itself
who never go to war? McCain is mixed with
criminal elements of the Savings and Loan crimes—
and yet HE is the one who states the sending of
“our” soldiers to war to shed blood. (???) It is
known among the men who served WITH
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McCain that he was, in their words, a traitor.
He, it is said, betrayed his men and his country.
Fellow prisoners-of-war DO NOT LIE, readers.
Note WHO proclaims “we must sacrifice” and
then meaning “you sacrifice and we will lead” which
in turn means: “You die, we live.”
Well, it doesn’t matter what you want today,
citizen. The U.S. Congress has “unanimously
approved WAR”. The Executive Orders are IN
PLAY and fully lawful. It is not a good day for
the young man in the White House. You will
watch this person age beyond recognition in the
next few weeks. HE HAS NO CHOICES OF
HIS OWN. There will not even be any question
as there was in the Iraq war.
You in the United States have nothing to say or do
about what is decided as to your fate. Others in the
world find that they actually have little choice either—
EVEN THOUGH THEY CERTAINLY DO!
If you had WORLD NEWS today, you would
find that Malaysia acted instantly to close the
banks and the market to keep it safe and secure.
All the other countries were hit hard and expect
it to be worse as the U.S. exchanges open on
Monday—IF THEY OPEN.
Note the pleading of the market players to
you to hold your stocks and bonds and don’t trade
except perhaps to support with your buying-in.
Why would that be? Well, if any of you can look
back far enough—to the 1929s and 30s when Mr.
Rothschild collapsed your world, you won’t have
to look far for your answers.
People, Morgan Stanley is the biggest house
in the financial world! Now, records, if nothing
else, “are lost—destroyed”.
Look hard, WITHIN, as Bellringer would stress.
Follow the money; see who has the most to gain from
such an extraordinary event as Tuesday’s
performance. COMEX headquarters were in that
building along with some of the most influential bond
houses. Those towers were the heart of the financial
empire. And moreover, those Big Boys can and are
laughing all the way to the safe-house.
ISLAMIC WORLD
This terrorism doesn’t have anything to do with
religious creeds or colors. It has, now, everything to
do with what stand any or all people, and “religions” in
various areas, will choose to make. REMEMBER
THAT THE WORDING OF THE U.S. PRESIDENT
INCLUDED WAR ON EVERYONE WHO IS
AGAINST THE U.S. IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR
FORM—UNDER THE GUISE OF TERRORISM’S
PROS OR CONS. IS THIS NOT A WORSE FORM
OF OUTRIGHT TERRORISM? THE U.S. WORDS
IT AS TERRORISTS OR “HARBORING” OF
TERRORISTS DECIDED BY THE U.S. TO BE
THE CULPRITS, RIGHT OR WRONG.
This is very serious, readers; and watch it,
Russia is backing off and restipulating their
LIMITED support with “no military” action. China
denounces the terrorism but does not support any
war of any kind even with its membership in the
World Trade Organization waving goodbye.
Well, the poor Philippines sits betwixt and
between the GIANTS while being unable to even
quiet the intra-turmoil of their own Republic.

NO, WE ARE NOT GOING TO “FIX IT”. If
anyone wants to “fix it”, then they will do it. GOD
PROVIDES A “WAY” FOR TRUTH, HONOR
AND, YES, SALVATION. GOD “ACCEPTS”
ATONEMENT AND GIVES “GRACE”. HE
SHOWS THE BETTER WAY—BUT YOU MUST
CHOOSE. HE DOES NOT MARCH IN WAR
EVEN THOUGH HE WALKS BESIDE “EVERY”
INDIVIDUAL IN THE TRENCHES, ON THE
STREETS OR IN THE PRISON YARD.
What are YOU willing to give in return for
the magnificent gifts God bestows upon you
simply for the taking—which includes you giving
in return and accepting responsibility for SELF?
Now, I do have a suggestion. There is a young
and brilliant man in Manila. He has several very
respected television programs where he interviews the
very top-level personages of the Philippines. He serves
ANC which is, yes, indeed, a sister-type CNN channel.
He speaks for the thinking people, but helpless masa,
in this great choice before this nation.
I suggest someone look up on the Internet his
contact information and get in touch with him.
You might tell him that we have tried every way
known to man in this place to offer this
assistance and we will be happy to explain how
it works. It is NOT, I repeat, NOT a give-away
plan—it is structured ONLY on hard value,
shared, to present a foundation upon which no
thing can come against in the financial wars.
I suggest that some of you look up that information
for contacting this man and put it to press. No, my
people here are NOT GOING TO DO THAT AND
CALL IN THE HOUNDS UPON US.
Everyone goes forth to PRAY TO GOD and great
vigils take place and NOBODY LISTENS TO GOD
WHO RESPONDS “EVERY” TIME.
You would say that “nobody” would choose to die
in such horror as happened on Tuesday last.
WRONG—many CHOSE to die, for whatever reasons,
that morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001.
I remind you that the New World Order Plan 2000
was to be in full operation by the end of 2001.
Where are you in your calendar today?
Many died in the conflagration BUT many also
died making a conscious CHOICE to make every
LAST effort to save them. Many died at the
hands of a few who CHOSE TO DIE ON
TUESDAY. It is truly all in the perspective.
And where was God at these fateful moments?
Right there IN THE CONFLAGRATION TO EASE
HIS PEOPLE THROUGH THE PORTAL.
This event was nothing compared to the prior
atrocities presented by mortal men. But to each
involved it was 100%. How long does it take to
program men to fly a planeload of innocent passengers
into a building just starting a new work day? Oh, yes,
indeed, it was planned exactly that way.
Mankind now looks to the MYSTICAL for
“answers”. No, the answers are not in the
mysticism of the moment—but in the realization of
the Mystery being solved. It is easy to see the
future if you simply look at the choices of MAN.
You are going to find that, of the largest
companies in those towers, the REAL leadership,
owners, partners, etc., will not have perished.
Although you WILL find that many who were
ready to bring down the house of LORDS will have
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perished as truth was burned alive on Tuesday.
Will MAN listen to truth of his circumstances?
Yes, but it may well be after it is too late to save
the day of real terror. Every dark age has been
preceded by exactly this type of horror while the
evil ones turned to, yes, indeed, human sacrifice to
hide their evil. They call it appeasing the GODS?
WHAT GODS? Can you REALLY believe that
God of Love, Truth and Light would murder His
children? Well, a child sacrificed on a battlefield is
no different than a child whose father murders him
in his bed. Do you really believe that a man at the
controls of an airliner who crashes into a building is
under the control of GOD OF LIGHT, LOVE OR
TRUTH? Ah, but, something/someone IS IN
CONTROL and that control comes from someone/
something in physical intent and form. GOD
CREATES—EVIL
DESTROYS—and
evil
presented its very face in the energy which poured
from those Twin Towers on Tuesday morning last.
I would hope that you turn your thoughts just
briefly to another ongoing and ceaseless bombardment
to your senses over one, Gary Condit,
INTELLIGENCE committee person, and a young
Jewish girl wanting to be in the Intelligence service.
You might look at that far differently TODAY in
hindsight and probabilities of what was in
Condit’s world for which he has paid very, very
dearly, as has everyone else around him.
The point you are to believe is that there was
NO INTELLIGENCE available. No, that is not
true, just as Pearl Harbor was a lie as presented to
you long ago and far away. The program was
shared by participants in a “strip bar” in Florida just
on the night of the tenth of September—this week.
And you truly think some person in a hide-out in
outrageous outback of Afghanistan had hands-on
planning of such an elaborate plan of international
import as happened in New York City—and without
any intelligence slippage? Wake up, World. Clues
are all around you as you choose to ignore them.
And while you lick your own wounds, wherever
you are today, pray a bit for such as the Philippines
where change CAN YET FIND POSITIVE
FREEDOM. The facts are that Filipinos and
Filipinas are scattered by the millions AROUND the
globe as they have been sent to serve others to
produce money and literally support the Philippines.
They have become the servants of the world and
they can’t even come home; there is no livelihood
here. They serve in the U.S. AND among those
who are enemies of the U.S. Filipinos are going to
get bombed no matter who is chosen as the enemy
or the friend and this is REAL terror, my friends.
God hears and offers the way—but, those in
power will not listen—for they themselves are so
steeped in the evil trap that they are unwilling to
run the risk FOR GOODNESS instead of
remaining in the trap waiting for their own demise
while they claim to pray to God for salvation.
Those who can see farthest are the ones in the
most load of pain today, people, for patriotism
cannot blot out the realization of the magnitude of
possibilities presented this day.
Each is
overwhelmed by the impact on the senses—and
then, reason takes some amount of power from
the sensual impact—and function begins again
toward intelligent observation and action.
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But you must know that this is the intended
impact on you-the-masses. The Evil Empire(s) must
have YOU, the masses, to support the cause and
that must be accomplished while the minds are in
shock so that deals are made, twisted and signed in
the moment of public inability to do other than react.
So, you are only beginning on the painful realization
of THIS WAR JUST DECLARED, my friends.
You claimed to have reached the AGE OF
REASON some many centuries ago? No, you have
yet to even touch an “age of reason”. You didn’t even
reach an industrial age of production. You did, however,
reach an age of capability to destroy yourselves and your
entire environment. You have managed to finally
destroy the greatest among you in order to satisfy the
needs of the evil beings among you who only live for
power, ego-gratification and, yes, wealth.
You will notice that the top echelon of the New
World Order commanders are on hand at every turn;
Kissinger, Scowcroft, Eagleburger, the old heads of the
intelligence services, old heads of state. Doesn’t this
even give cause for you to wonder what is taking place
here? You have seen more of Albright and Cohen
than any of the current officers of your nations.
My friends, the very faces of Clinton, Bush, and
Carter tell you truth of the terrible burdens on their
souls. Young Bush is the sacrificial lamb and it
appears he knows it. It is now too late for Daddy
to fix it. Evil is a trap from which the lead players
are caught the most carefully as planned.
Mankind has reached an era of decision. This is
NOT a decision over religions and other dogmas of
mankind. It is the choice between right and wrong—
and you are certainly being asked, yea demanded/
obligated, to choose WRONG. Here you might think
I should use the term “wrongly”—but I intentionally
use the term as a noun: WRONG. You are being
asked to support and spill your very blood to
protect evil itself! Which will it be?
Those choices, yes, indeed, determine our further
efforts in this place. Oh, chelas, the world has grown
soft of being and flabby in self-gratification. Who will
go to a war to fight an enemy not even KNOWN?
Only the robots of manipulated mind-warp. You have
been under total attack since Tuesday morning
(U.S. time) across the seas and nations. This is
part of the final plays of the game Plan 2000 to “take
the world” and bring down evil’s enemies.
God waits patiently, even if you of God are
totally impatient.
Satan doesn’t wait and he will further show
his colors as the wretched scorpions crawl from
their burrows seeking their own security from the
vipers of this new power. They will be caught in
their own ego-lies as they are caused to put their
purposes on the table of light.
It is a good and strong day, my friends, and along
with all others, the Children of the Rainbow will also be
caused to choose their direction as they are caught in
their own web of lies and misrepresentations.
Yes, YOU can make a difference—even
here in the Philippines—no matter where you
ARE. This is a time of decision here in this
place called the Pearl of the Orient—but it is no
longer up to the tiny few to address the issue.
You are witness to the attacks against us
from staging Federal Raids to false publications
and Global attacks. That is fine, for we have

ever more reason, don’t we, to believe that what
we have to offer is TRULY BLESSED?
Even INTERPOL is being brought into the mess as
an intelligence focus in this international terrorism.
Would this be the same INTERPOL perchance of
which V.K. pronounces insider connections and turnsin our humble selves? Strange thing: No one has come
to deny MY CLAIMS and/or Russell Herman’s right
to his own destiny of holdings.
By the way, the advertised raids on hotels, etc., in
the Philippines and in Manila—was NOT this one.
The only calls our people have received are for
encouragement, support and security offers. The raided
hotel was directly across the way from the U.S.
Embassy, called the Bayview. Interesting, isn’t it?
And, yes, several, questionable persons have been
stopped and those are also, interestingly enough,
recognized by the U.S., not the Philippines.
Strangely enough, number two: The warnings have
again gone out to all U.S. citizens to stay down, do not
travel (even while the planes are not flying anyway)
and make sure your Embassies know of your presence
in the country. The inference, of course, is that the bin
Laden groupie will somehow snatch you. Funny thing
about the most numbers of hostage-taking has NOT
been even associated with the Abu Sayyaf or Muslim
groups in the Philippines. I repeat, it is known for
years that the orchestration of the rabble groups
in Mindanao are run by the CIA-Mossad and
NOT SOMEBODY CALLED BIN LADEN.
However, because of the advertised connection the
Philippines now has to sweat blood and possible
sacrificing because of that connection while all the
Indigenous and Islamic people have denounced the Abu
Sayyaf. But, as you might guess, those people will
probably go to CIVIL war while probably being joined
by the true patrons of the Abu Sayyaf “citizens” of
Mindanao when the Philippines swears allegiance to the
U.S. The RP President has already given that
allegiance but backs off and says that she means only
for “humanitarian purposes” will be the use of the old
bases and “staging areas”. Wow, all this for a distant
man hiding in Afghanistan? Hardly likely, is it?
Mr. Orajana is truly correct: “The Philippines
be damned if you do and damned if you don’t.
The only position that is for sure is ‘damned’.”
No, being “damned” is not one of the options if you
look a bit more carefully. It’s all in the choosing.
Remember that YOU choose to have God be
what you perceive you want Him to be—and
perhaps you could be incorrect in your perception
or from your perspective. It takes more to hold
the line for God than any other task in the
universe—as these choices are “in your face”.
What do I suggest for you Americans? Find an
Arab-American and go hug him, especially the children.
Send them flowers, love and protection from the
outrageous actions of the bigots. Bigots always act in
evil intent and actions. Stop the insanity.
You who have stayed the course, I salute you. I
appreciate your calls and love and patience as we lean
upon one another for our strength and support.
You have a window of time right here and right
now, so let us see what we can do with it, please.
I do ask, readers, that you do not join the ranks
of those who are so pious as to simply turn away
from the evil presented in these acts—for that is
exactly what is planned that you do. You do not have
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to go to war to find truth and respond effectively.
False piety is far worse than having a “just” anger
attack. Do you not see that it is WHAT YOU DO
that matters—for that is the result of INTENT.
There needs be NO WAR OR BLOODSHED to
win this confrontation, my friends. KNOW IT.
But, yes, it does require your prayers, your energy and
your actions, i.e., your positive choices. We will wait
to see who will choose to make a difference.
Thank you, the voice heard now, may well be
YOURS. We stand ready, willing and able to serve,
meet or confer in the human arena. My friends,
YOU have access to the networks and right now
YOUR VOICE CAN BE HEARD. It is a fact
that your goodly voices can drown out completely
the secret and conspiratorial attacks put forth on
those networks. It is up to YOU.
Is this really worth it? Indeed, it has now been
over three years in this place with every opportunity to
have studied, investigated and, yea, even blocked, our
program. It is valid because, and get it straight, it is
backed by value being held already. This is not a giveaway program; we offer a joint venture and, yes, it is
backed by the United States of America through and
by the Constitution of that Federation and Republic of
said states within the “u”nited States of America.
It is not a “GAIA” project of some kind—it is a
living program in brotherhood and that is the thing
that makes us dangerous to the evil mongers.
You have asked me to write, for you want
brotherhood and that touch across the space and
time that links us all to one another. We have to
learn, however, our weakest links—for our tasks
are large and require that we all do that which
moves forward, ever how each can share.
I can promise you that if just enough of you call on
Gene Orajana, even if you are in downtown Manila—
you will be heard and he will call GAIA “if you insist”.
We do not hide, we stay in privacy, by request, to
maintain security. It is no longer appropriate to “die
for” the Filipinos or anyone else—it is a time of
“LIVING FOR...”. Your backs may well seem
“against the wall” but that is only so until you use
your minds and remove the wall which makes the
corner out of which there appears to be no escape.
The very entrapment may well be the recognition of
your way to freedom. There is always a way!
Look at what you do, right now, IN THE
NAME OF GOD!
WHO has told you WHO is your target for hate—
your enemy? No, the ones you have named have
claimed NO INVOLVEMENT.
WHO HAS
OFFERED YOU THIS FALSE BILL OF GOODS?
WELL, KEEP WATCHING—THEY WILL
OVERPLAY THEIR HANDS; THE CLUES WILL
BE SPOTTED AS TO THE EVIL INTENT AND
DEEDS. MAN WILL HAVE OPPORTUNITY TO
SEE AND KNOW TRUTH. WHAT HE DOES
WITH THAT KNOWLEDGE REMAINS TO BE
PLAYED OUT ON THE STAGE OF LIFE.
I AM THAT YOU MIGHT BE,
Fr. h ATON n (You certainly may call me
“Dad”—for in that love and respect, I am
honored beyond all others. If you call me friend,
know that I shall be true to that recognition—
forever. Forever, by the way, is a very long time.)
P.S.: We can do this job, Friends.
dharma
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Father-And-Son PLAN:
NEW WORLD ORDER—NOW
9/20/01—#1 (15-035)
RE: GOLD, AS IN CONFISCATION AND OTHER
DASTARDLY THINGS OF THE DAY
BIG BROTHER IS READY,
WILLING AND ABLE. ARE YOU?
Hatonn—You are going to whine “you didn’t
warn us”!
But indeed we have written
voluminously about this VERY topic.
I had to wait to write THIS message until
information would leak out enough to secure my
secretary.
And believe me, Israel celebrated yesterday’s New
Year in joy surpassing all past glories.
The information, however, now making the rounds
and is quite true, is that Israelis were present and
rejoicing at the World Trade Center. This is not simply
leakage. It is now found to be TRUTH. So much so,
in fact, that it is now known that they placed into play,
directly, the Osama bin Laden tale of insanity. This is
being realized around the globe as we speak here and it
is falling on very important ears as you GO TO WAR.
America, you will end up in disaster while your
nation will now fall to military control.
Why would the Jewish people be happy when so
many of their own were sacrificed? They weren’t!
A few “acceptable losses” are representative of
those which are always expendable. No important
IBC major players were “sacrificed”.
IN FACT, WHERE ARE THOSE NEARLY 6,000
PEOPLE MISSING? HAS EVERYONE FORGOTTEN
THAT THERE WERE “AT LEAST” SEVEN LEVELS
OF USEFUL SPACE UNDERGROUND, INCLUDING A
SUBWAY SYSTEM WHICH HAD A STATION AT
THAT WTC SITE? THIS IS ALL BEGINNING TO
LOOK VERY, VERY BAD IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE.
“They” (being the New World Order of
Insanity) are preparing as we write to instigate the
plan already in format, for taking whatever is
necessary to salvage the empty DOLLAR.
GOLD—THE LAST SALVAGE
Dharma has dreaded this writing more than just
about any we have offered. THE WORLD IS IN
FORECLOSURE BY THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING
CARTEL (IBC). It is now time to pay up, good
citizens—globally. And still those who could salvage their
holdings WAIT and apparently it will be until too late.
In a foreclosure action, everything pledged
against the debt in point, be it mortgage or national
minerals, are simply TAKEN against the debt.
HOW MUCH DO YOU OWE?
Some will say, “I owe nobody!” (and smile). No,
citizens, your government has placed everything
including YOUR labor against the debts. And guess
what: U.S.A. is the biggest debtor nation ON THE
GLOBE! YOU ACTUALLY HAVE HAD YOUR VERY
SOULS PLACED AS COLLATERAL AGAINST THE

NATIONAL DEBT. NOW IT IS COLLECTION TIME!
EVERYTHING IS IN PLACE, INCLUDING A WAR
TO GIVE OVER POWERS OF EXECUTIVE ORDER
TO THE HEADS OF STATE. IT IS ALL “DONE”,
PEOPLE, AND YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD AND SOLD
OUT EVERY INCH BY MISERABLE INCH. AND,
YES, YOU WILL ALLOW IT TO HAPPEN BECAUSE
YOU HAVE BEEN SOLD OUT AND WHAT YOU AS A
CITIZEN WISH NO LONGER MATTERS AND
THERE ARE TROOPS OUT THERE TO STOP YOU IF
YOU TRY TO BLOCK THE INSANITY BEFORE YOU.
“BUT THEY CAN’T TAKE MY GOLD,” will be
the wail! Oh, yes, they can, AND HAVE DONE SO,
but where you no longer hold very much in value it
won’t be enough to offset much of anything.
They also have to do this, for there is always a token
payment and that will probably be put right back down
to the level of what the IMF pays—$35 TOPS.
Do you see how handy it is to own the world?
The only thing that won’t be “confiscated” is
that which is collateral—of course, to the IBC.
You who work on typical Philippine time, will
undoubtedly wait your way out of every last peso
you ever hoped to gain by holding or waiting for
a higher price.
I would remind you local Filipinos who “hold”
gold, you had best get it into security.
How? Well, there is a plan which YOU must
accomplish.
The hard facts are that all the “stashes” of gold, even
covered gold, are located and pinpointed by satellite
systems which will be USED—count on it.
We have tried to offer a GAIA program which
would pay going bank prices, less a processor
percentage, immediately payable at transaction.
Then when established in the bank the gold is
immediately shifted to COLLATERAL to insure
ability to pay $400 per ounce when the price of
gold reaches a price of $400.
As I stated above, the only security you will
have for your gold is as collateral against which
funds are issued against that gold and which would,
by inserting that value into the bank, money (currency)
can be issued against it as with any reserve.
No, it is not going to push out, by default, the GAIA
instruments as to backing. GAIA holds PRE-FEDERAL
RESERVE instruments guaranteed by the FED as owed
by the Treasury of the United States of America.
I’m sorry, readers, the government(s) CAN do
anything they wish but I remind you—they do not
usually wish to do that which costs them as in
confiscating their own collateral.
The Philippines, as a very good example, has
shipped off over 96% of the nation’s holdings in
the Central Bank. (This amount is given directly
from the Central Bank Governor.) THAT IS GONE
WITH NO WAY TO GET IT BACK!
All that nice gold that everybody claims is
“Marcos gold”, is likewise GONE. It has been
used, shifted around—and the banks will simply “go
broke” if necessary. This is massive bankruptcy

time. The banks will have used that gold to make
money on credit lending, trading values and, yes,
simply shipped it out unlawfully. BUT, WHAT
CAN YOU DO? ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
No, GAIA is NOT “simply” based on dollars.
GAIA funds are against GOLD and, therefore, it is
the price of gold anywhere in any currency. We
only account it in dollars. This is sound debt of
the U.S. Treasury of which we speak here.
The point is to get your holdings into security
and project funding issued against the gold
collateral to make sure both the gold is secured in
place AND project funds can be made available.
You can next place your bets on the realization
that as the gold is gathered into the controllers’
coffers, the price will be incredibly high to cover
whatever is necessary in the currency, whatever
the World Leaders determine to be the currency of
the global community. YOU, however, will not be
able to enjoy that circumstance.
TO YOU WHO WOULD RUN AWAY?
How do you plan to accomplish that trick? NOTE
the most damaged system around—THE AIRLINES! So,
you want to fly? Oh, my. How much longer with the
cutbacks are you going to go anywhere? Moreover, the
government has just gained total control over YOUR
BEING. YOU, MY FRIENDS, WILL DO EXACTLY
WHAT BIG BROTHER TELLS YOU TO DO!
There is a tiny window open here where much could
be changed and some measure of disaster averted but
“time” is short—and the longer the world can be kept in
“shock”, the less you will be able to function clearly.
The final intention is either you do what is
mandated or you WILL be shot!
Who will join the U.S. in the war in Afghanistan?
Well, the sides are being set right now. The word
games are on but the facts are it is the sorting phase.
The U.S. HARBORS the most dastardly terrorist
organizations on the globe today. It is not a good day
for freedom. And worse for you, it took less than a
week to pull off the final act before the New Phase.
Watch for the new depopulation program ready to
open at your local theaters, drama lovers. Moreover, it
will all be in sham coverings because Satan never wants
to be uncovered and only ego-man wants recognition.
WHAT DO I SUGGEST?
Well, readers, I will not jeopardize my people to
repeat it. This is far worse than simply telling you what
MIGHT help your immune system. No thank you.
We will continue to work diligently to cover what
we can to secure some assets as already recognized
which could then keep the farm and grain in protection.
We can then also handle the paper expenses, if we can
function long enough to accomplish our task here. Until
then, we have to ask YOU to keep it together.
Some nations can certainly turn this around but
they will have to have full resources available.
What about places like Papua New Guinea, this
baby nation cast into a new type of civilization as
well as under the thumbs of the IBC? Well, this
is their opportunity to gain security, take control of
their own nation, pay off the debts and HOLD.
You will note, today, that the Asian big players are
gaining on their market reports, while the U.S. dives.
HOPE REMAINS THE ETERNAL GIFT UNTO MAN.
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A notable saying is: “What happens next is
anybody’s guess.” No, indeed no, it is not a “guess”,
good citizens. You don’t have to lose to this Global
beast, but it appears that you will make wrong
decisions and be too late to right them. Your
Congress did it to you right in the U.S. last week.
Full powers now rest with the President.
Moreover, in the Philippines it is set to go the
same way—according to the whims of that U.S.A.
order to conform.
Will God stop its coming down? NO, God sent
the solution three years ago and YOU have pulled
tricks and games and have all but run selves out of
time—haven’t you?
You have placed the future of your globe
into the hands of the SON of the man who told
you that he would bring forth the NEW WORLD
ORDER. So be it.
We have offered a plan that can and would
salvage you but when will you, who can, reach out
and use it? Well, it is truly up to you—and my
people can’t do a thing more about it.
When the manipulated prices of gold dropped
years ago, the banks made their move to capture
any gold collateral around. More than that, in our
instance, the people themselves insured the loss by
tying up the very lifeline and have continued to try
to suck dry all possibilities of good outcome.
When will man ever learn? Perhaps never—and,
readers, “never” is a very long time.
You LIVE in a physical world among physically
necessary things and atmosphere. You CANNOT
live simultaneously in an “only” spiritual dimension,
so you had best give some careful thought to this
problem at hand.
The U.S. government has told you in every
visible way necessary—from chemtrails in your
heavens to manipulation of your assets—that you have
no control AS IS. And, your brethren who realized
these things have tried to warn you—and you let them
be pawns in the big chess game of “getcha”.
Will Ekkers just come/go home? Well,
perhaps, and that would be quite soon leaving
unfinished business. Today, however, the problem
is in the airlines—even the global airlines are in
great danger of folding and movement is all but
impossible. People caught in the U.S. who are
citizens here are just NOW making it back home.
The parties depending on information flow from the
U.S. FBI can’t even get the information needed for the
legal cases now before the Philippine Senate because of
the distraction of the FBI to other bigger things.
And what is the FBI finding as to bombings, etc?
PLANTED information and evidence—exactly as
planned to distract from the truth of the insanity
afoot. It is all unfolding—IF YOU JUST WATCH
THAT STUPID BOOB-TUBE IN YOUR LIVING
SPACE. YOU HAVE TO, HOWEVER, WATCH
THE SMALL PRINT RUNNING IGNORED
ACROSS THE BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN.
You, World, are extremely vulnerable. GOD grants
HIS Grace—but will you be wise enough to accept it?
Yes, enough for this morning and, yes, I know
this job is “much”—but no, it is not “too” much.
I hope you will give careful thought to this and
WATCH FOR THE CLUES.
I cherish you and, yes, we CAN do it well—if
given the opportunity.—GCH
dharma
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Marching The Public Off
To The Precipice Of War
9/17/01—#1 (15-032)

IN THE PHILIPPINES

GOD BLESS PLANET EARTH! AND, MAY THE
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
HAVE WISDOM IN THIS THEIR TIME OF
GREATEST NEED. YOU ARE ABOUT TO BLUNDER
OFF INTO THAT NEW CONSTITUTION OF THE
NEW WORLD ORDER WHERE THE CONTROLLERS
DEFINE WHATEVER THEY WISH AS THEY WISH TO
DEFINE IT—INCLUDING TERRORISM

The Philippines as a whole are in one big mess,
observers, as it is realized that the U.S. can
actually hit in TERROR attacks everything from
Southern Mindanao to the banking system and the
Money-Laundering deviants.
The U.S. won’t even help clean up the toxic “eat the
people alive” mess they left and yet will now be granted
the right to fully utilize those old bases to STAGE
ATTACKS. THAT is what is presented!
In the Philippines, as an example, the President spoke
up and gave away the farm. Oh, “it is only for
HUMANITARIAN purposes,” she says—but WHO
decides what is terrorism and what is humanitarian?
The whole world is in witness of media control as
only CNN is 24-7, without break, telling every step of
the takeover of you-the-people. You have now
experienced full mind-control of YOURSELVES.
Operation Noble Eagle? No wonder your own
noble eagle weeps!
What choices are there? At present very few.
About the only reasonable thing that could be considered
would be to declare neutrality—for here is where the
lines are set, regardless of what anyone would like to
believe. And, no, we certainly do not offer such input.
Our AGREEMENTS are to be apolitical and keep out
of any such participation. Our people, as you can
see, are also the targets of the terrorists in even bin
Laden’s own declaration of “death to all Americans”.
The Abu Sayyaf in Mindanao (bin Laden’s
acclaimed group) still holds two American
missionaries and many Filipinos.
This is one reason Dr. Young’s presentation of
“brilliant journalism and investigative expertise” as
to a Mindanao paper’s write-up by one, Mr.
Confesor is so absurd.
Ekkers have not so much as set foot in Mindanao,
much less the city of Davao as claimed several times
in that article. Since November of 1998 Ekkers have
not traveled more than 10 blocks in any direction
from this hotel in Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines,
except to fly to Hong Kong and back twice to renew
passports and a quick trip home to recover the paper.
We offer no war and certainly no con-games.
Everything is open and totally “transparent”.

WHAT IS TERRORISM?
Hatonn—You don’t even, as man, have any
idea what you do. In the height of demanded flagwaving, you do not even demand a definition of
terrorism—and you cannot see that, in fact, the
super powers do the greatest acts of terrorism. It
all depends on your vantage point, doesn’t it?
The U.S. is NOW in power to declare whatever
happens or doesn’t happen—as acts of terror. It
is left in the hands of the controllers. The New
World Order is achieving its ends as we write and
YOU will have done it.
Do I suggest you “fight”? NO, I do not. You
do not even know what or how to “fight”.
I DO suggest that we continue right on down the
pathway to presenting goodness and opportunity where
we can do so—because that is the only way you can
win a war in this day against these masters of power.
Please note that the U.S. Congress didn’t even
give opportunity for YOU-THE-PEOPLE to settle into
“reason” as they marched you through one step
following another right into a DECLARED WAR.
The government has total control NOW. Don’t
misunderstand me—you have now relinquished all your
sovereign rights and have done so under Constitutional
Law. It may well not be the Constitution you THINK
you follow—but nonetheless it IS THE LAW.
FACE IT, CITIZENS
Do you REALLY think that a passport of a pilot
that hit that tower would actually be FOUND blocks
from the Trade Center? People, you are dupes. You
have just witnessed the greatest crime pulled on
humanity thus far in the name of terrorism yet
conjured. And, the results are EXACTLY as planned.
And by the way, before this is over, the one
you call bin Laden will be finally crucified so that
the world will be divided forever more.
The Elite money-changers have to HAVE A
WAR and nothing else will do. That means that you
have to have excuse to have that war at any cost to
you-the-people. You want revenge, not justice. And, no,
I certainly do not condone such preachings as from one,
bin Laden—but remember something: An obscure single
person from a cave in Afghanistan COULD NOT HAVE
POSSIBLY DONE THE TRADE CENTER DEED! It is
impossible—but you have to have a target, don’t you?
Without a target you won’t fight as slave-troops.

PAY ATTENTION
WHILE MAKING YOUR OWN CHOICES
One of the major exchanges of use of Pakistan
space IS TO DROP ALL DEBTS AS OWED. Is
that not bargaining with the biggest tool there IS?
Ah, indeed, the IMF/WB.
But, you see, there doesn’t need to be an IMF
or World Bank. Change the name, change the
game a bit—and you have let the purchase of your
own slavery take place.
Do you not see that with just the $40 billion dollars
YOU IN THE U.S. are giving to the New York
debacle PAYS OFF AT LEAST $20 BILLION TO ONE.
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NOT BAD FOR THE ELITE MANIPULATORS OF
THE ECONOMIC CARTEL. AND NOW, YOU WILL
HAVE THE ENTIRE WORLD MILITARY AT THE U.S.
DISPOSAL TO SECURE THEIR POSITIONS.
Why do you really think the troops are being called?
To turn total 100% control over to the Government and
bring the U.S. under Martial Law to insure citizens do
not get out of control in any “objections” to whatever
comes down next. It has been the Plan 2000 for
centuries! You bit and so be it. Undoing this one is not
going to happen. Your sovereignty just bit the dust with
the deliberate demolition of those buildings in the U.S.
You might share a bit of side distraction from
today’s Philippine papers. One “World News” article
admonishes everyone to KNOW that “the United States
remains under threat of more devastating attacks,
targeting its capital or other cities as it tries to wage war
against terrorism, two lawmakers, familiar with
national security matters warned late Saturday.”
Now, in the next column over: “U.S. terror attacks
were ‘inside job’.” And this comes from Baghdad, Iraq
(also from the Associated Press). “The terror attacks on
the United States were “an inside job” and a sign of
America’s collapse, Iraqi Vice President Taha Yassin
Ramadan said in an interview published yesterday.
“The jetliner suicide bombings were
‘undoubtedly an inside job which heralds the
beginning of the collapse (of the United States)
from within,’ Ramadan told the weekly Al-Rai.”
Well, it is obvious if you just look around you.
Within mere hours they have found the so-called
guilty parties—already had them under surveillance,
so it is said by the FBI, etc. Oh, really? Then
why did these things happen—and without
warning? Doesn’t look good, does it?
I also would point out that not a single engineer
witnessing just the pictures doesn’t fully believe there
were staged explosives INSIDE those towers which
brought them down. [MM: “Faces Stained By Tears”,
by John Dorshner, Knight Ridder Newspapers, 9/16/
01: “The south tower of the World Trade Center, all
110 floors of it, came crashing down, so straight and
neat that several witnesses thought it looked like it
had been planned by a demolition crew.”]
The other obvious contradiction is that you were
dealing with kerosene and not high-octane fuel, even
though the planes were loaded to the top. But what
happens to heat? It rises, doesn’t it? Therefore, even
in the most perfect of terrible circumstances, there
would have been devastation ABOVE IMPACT but below
it most everyone should have found safety.
WHERE WERE RESCUE HELICOPTERS? THE
OBVIOUS PLACE TO RUN ABOVE THE IMPACT
AREA WAS TO THE ROOFTOPS—BUT THERE WERE
NO ’COPTERS TO PICK ANY SURVIVORS OFF
THAT ROOF—NOR DID YOU SEE PEOPLE ON THE
ROOF WHICH INDICATES “INABILITY” TO GET TO
THE ROOF BECAUSE OF LOCKED PASSAGES.
AND ALREADY THE PRICE OF THOSE
BUILDINGS IS BEING PAID FOR OVER AND OVER
AGAIN. THANK YOU, TAXPAYERS.
ISRAEL AND PALESTINE
What now? Well, the heads of Israel are
declaring Arafat to be the same as terrorist bin
Laden. You read the handwriting.
Is it not obvious that in the pressures, both financial
and in helplessness, anyone who does not bow to the

King of Beasts—the U.S. financial cartel and the British
Crown—will be “on the other side”? Will the religious
entities Other than Judeo-Christian, as defined by the
Crown, sit still for demolition of their very lives—even
those Buddhists and Hindus? THIS IS A VERY LARGE
THING WHICH HAS COME TO PASS.
No, I will not tell you what to do. It is time you
looked around you and realized you fiddled while your
Rome burned down around you and, no, just Knowing
Truth is not enough—but it ends up being about all you
might have as solace. Look at facts, friends, there will
not even be a Canada in which to seek asylum in “this
war” just declared. You have just manifested the
nowhere to run and certainly no place to hide.
WELCOME TO HELL
Sometimes it does, yes, come with hellfire and
brimstone—and ultimately with a LOT of regrets.
Sometimes, as Pogo said: “I have found the enemy and
it is me.” In less than 48 hours the U.S. has been
railroaded into a global WAR (that other three-letter
word). So, as well as to Hell, welcome to World War
III. Welcome, also, to the New World Order!
Will I incite, somehow, to rebellion or insurgency?
Absolutely NOT. You have made your choices, we
will hold strong in love and understanding, but you
have made choices that we cannot “undo” after the
horses are dead and the barn burned. I note that
many of you would rather argue over tunnels under
Mt. Shasta than in realization of circumstances.
We will, in our own efforts, go as far as is possible
but we will NOT give cause for anyone to come against
us—for we offer nothing unworthy nor even questionable
as to other than totally lawful exchange. Oh, would it
be, as well, useful to the United States of America.
Where is V.K. now? And HOW can you cause the
New World Order to return gold to your shores and
your treasury? DO NOT EXPECT SOME GOD OF
LIGHT TO PLAY IN THAT BIASED GAME OF
“YOUR SIDE”—“THEIR SIDE”.
Is it less terroristic to bomb women and children in
Baghdad or Afghanistan than in the World Trade Center?
How so—that is, IF YOU WERE GOD? Oh, and by
the way, that nasty old Taliban bunch has a whole
bunch of “Christians” ON TRIAL AS WE SPEAK.
What is the U.S. going to do about that when they try
to blast the caves of bin Laden off the globe?
And bargain? Well, Pakistan will “deal” in
exchange for dropping foreign debts—with an
interesting number of 30. Of course, it is now
billions of $$$ instead of pieces of silver.
Ah, but “we have been shown that...”. What
have you “been shown”? You have been shown
exactly what you are intended to see, hear and
sense—right down to your reactions as planned.
LISTEN to your fellow citizens who volunteered
the time and selves to go help in New York. They are
not allowed to participate. The clean-up HAS BEEN
CONTRACTED
TO
CONSTRUCTION
CORPORATIONS AND BOODLES OF MONEY IS
SUPPLIED TO, YES, INDEED, KEEP THE
VOLUNTEERS “OUT”. IT IS NOT INTENDED
THAT ANY “CITIZENS” BE IN A POSITION TO
SEE WHAT TOOK PLACE ON TUESDAY.
You can also KNOW that the damaged buildings will
either be under strip repair or pulled down immediately
upon a bit of time under the guise of “unsafe”. No, it
is because the adjacent buildings to the Trade Center bear

the tell-tale wounds of a deliberate set of detonation of
explosives in the mid-section of the Towers.
Certainly, you can now rest assured, can’t
you, that to kill McVeigh you would then be
somehow safe? Well, so be it.
Wow, whoever would have thought that the
U.S. was popular enough to have enough preavailable flags to blanket not just the U.S. but the
globe? Now, that was marketing genius at work.
What do I suggest for your safety? Keep prepared
to “survival” needs in emergencies, and wrap yourselves
in your flag as tight as it possible and keep your
heads down. You do not have to fight or switch—
for you are probably in for a long haul this time, for
remember, the war has only just been joined and other
nations cannot be controlled instantly. And, when
CNN goes back to programming, the fan is going to
probably blow quite differently in every direction.
Note the difference in your reasoning mind the minute
you turn off the control box. A steady head, hand
and heart will serve you well—IN WISDOM!
TYRE
I suggest that you study the article from the News
Desk in CONTACT about the Phoenicians and Alexander
the Great. In that realization you might consider that we
are continuing to put the rocks into the building of a
“mole” (causeway) to reach “Tyre”. We will, therefore,
not need to consider bloodshed or conquering of anyone
or thing. Or will you just wait until some meteorite hits
and, like the dinosaurs, knocks you into oblivion?
What religion am I? ALL and NONE. You
choose that which you will—but know that it WILL
ultimately be used against you, for that is also a part
of the New World Order, One World Religion.
God tells you, according to the scriptures: “Yea
though I walk through the valley of shadows, I will fear
not for Thou art with me and I will not fear evil...”. I
suggest, however, that you respect evil lest you do
foolish things in your blindness. You certainly do not
have to become evil to recognize it. Neither may you
form narrow opinions and pronounce them as MINE.
Remember, GOD IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER! Act in REVENGE and you shall surely be
sorry. Act in wisdom and you shall surely prevail. The
choice is up to you and by all means you MUST KNOW
YOUR ENEMY right after you look carefully in the
mirror and do not, please, ask God for that which is
WRONG in your quest for your own ego-needs. God
serves the Muslim as the Christian; the Jewish people as
well as the people of the Great Spirit. And, friends,
surprisingly enough, this has nothing to do with
forgiveness or actually, atonement, it is the way it IS.
Don’t stand around feeding the lions or asking the
tiger to dinner on you. Furthermore, intelligence
and wisdom say to walk quietly AROUND the
viper else there will remain no remnant. So be it.
I will leave this now, for many things are on
our table this day.
God is LOVE, abundance, truth and all things.
KNOW IT and, please, above all, try not to waste time
blaming God for your own errors and choices. You
cannot make progress in the same step as in your “blame
placing” to protect self. Look for the “cause”; never
mind the blame, for in that way TRUTH can come forth.
Salu, in the Pure Light and 100% Potential of
our Creator, Hatonn
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
9/20/01—#1 (15-035)

By Doris & E.J. Ekker
RE: LETTER HOME
IT MAY BE HOW IT ENDS THAT IS MOST
IMPORTANT, BUT THE JOURNEY THERE
CERTAINLY “SEEMS” FILLED WITH POTHOLES.
AND IT SEEMS THE WORLD HAS ALL 18 WHEELS
IN INDIVIDUAL POTHOLES.
We haven’t been able to find conclusions to exactly
what will be happening on a “daily basis” here in the
Philippines. We do know that Senate hearings on ongoing
charges against involved heads of the most important
people in any nation, the National Police and the National
military, are postponed a week because the FBI in the U.S.
is otherwise distracted. And if that is not enough, we find
out, surely enough, that it is settling down to the Mossad
being mostly behind the outrageous happenings at
the New York and Washington “landing sites”.
Now it appears the airlines will fold and simply
have to be absorbed by the Big Boys—beats
nationalization I suppose—and we are “had”, friends.
Now comes the information spewing up from the
ones who claim to know (we, being the last to know),
that confiscation and foreclosure loom on every front in
the U.S. That means, of course, around the world if it
can be pulled off against the gullible. The Pharisees have
about done it again while we applaud the show-and-tell.
No, I don’t feel good about much of anything today
and I can assure you that there is no panic FOR WAR
in this place. The people cannot get much worse
off but they know that it will be far worse and
probably that will happen to them very quickly.
Here, the hotels (and, no, not just the old ones like
Gilarmi) are talking about bankruptcy and closure as
business travel is already slowed to a crawl and tourists
have long since quit daring to come to this lawless state.
The only oil reserves are in a facility which, if
blown, would also bring down the central government
house, Malacañang, (a large oil refinery and tank farm in
the middle of Manila) and nobody can figure where to
get funds to afford to move it.
It is now found that the oil and gas reserves
which would save the nation’s supply belong to the
International Oil Cartel. (Surprise!)
Perhaps the statement on Gene Orejana’s program
was correct after all: “Be damned either way.”
Indeed, the latest terrorist acts are cheap,
relative to that which will follow at NO cost at all.
Yes, we DO know what to do but it is as if everyone
and thing is frozen in time, space and ability to function.
Through only four airliners the world has been brought to
its knees or at the least to a consideration who will be in
this WAR the U.S. claims as the New War, Operation
Noble Eagle (Noble Eagle couldn’t fly, so they changed it to
Infinite Justice?). How quickly we forget our lessons and no
matter how we think we are prepared—how little we are.
What will “we” do? We can’t yet tell, so we will
keep right on as long as we can—we can’t even get
home this week and decisions are being made about travel
as the governments and businessmen make their
allowances. We need to finish this job here because if we
don’t, then the future is even bleaker, even in the U.S.

Some of these things we turned over to God and
now we leave them there. Our most obvious claim to
game is to turn them over and then immediately grab
them back. Well, this is too big for us and yet total
perfection in the plan as to possibilities laid forth here.
But the Filipinos are now going to have to produce
instead of boast. It is time to perform or forever
lose what they claim to have. Surely, lots of it is just
a game but most of it is very real, indeed.
Ones down South are waiting to see what
unfolds, for they can still take their holdings to
such as Malaysia—but that will surely separate and
devastate the Philippines unless some agreements
and understandings can be picked up right away.
If the U.S. does what is expected, the Philippines is going
to go on the block because of the Abu Sayyaf in Mindanao
still holding a couple of U.S. Missionaries as hostage.
This group has long ago severed any ties with such
as bin Laden but have maintained close ties and commerce
with the CIA-Mossad. These are just too difficult to
consider but well known by “everybody” here and abroad.
This place, as you know, is on the very short list of
outrageous money laundering and ranks fourth in the
drug trade. Not good for freedom in Manila, friends.
And, moreover, our program can’t really function until
we can demand some transparency in transactions so
that there can be accountability and security.
This world has reached a very low low, it seems to
me. This is extremely well represented in this little
notice Two-by sent today:
[QUOTING ORLANDO SENTINEL, Sept. 19, 2001:]
GLASS CONFESSIONALS PLANNED
LONDON—The musty confines of the traditional
wooden confessional will give way to glass boxes in an
effort by the Roman Catholic Church in England and Wales
to prevent child sex abuse. Parishioner and priest will be
visible during the act of contrition but the booths will be
soundproof [H: But bugged of course.], a church
spokesman said Tuesday. The move comes after a series
of sex scandals involving Catholic priests. Bishops in
England and Wales will implement all 83 recommendations
made after a year-long probe. [END OF QUOTING]
By the way, let’s look at something else just come to our
attention. We have someone very close to us in a rehabilitation
program and the recent writings on Co-dependency
ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR HER VIEWING, censored
and returned to sender. Is anyone but me scared silly?
The whole program being experienced is a full year
of total indoctrination into a religious doctrine where the
“inmates” are in prayer every minute they aren’t in
religious classes. So, which is worse, the disease or the
so-called cure? My goodness, a 46-year-old woman with
grown children spends her time reciting biblical verses
and memorizing the books of the Bible for testing at the
end of the week. NO ADVERSE INFORMATION IS
ALLOWED—PERIOD. Yes, indeed, we have come a
long way and not a thing to do about it! Meanwhile, our
Rome burns and we can’t do anything about that either.
And, no, just KNOWING is not enough, except to
perhaps realize what “could have been”.
We have certainly now entered the age of absolute
control of Big Brother over the lifelines of our country
from transportation and commerce to communications
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and you name it. They are even going to tell people
where they will work—welcome to 2001 Life Odyssey.
The heart says that perhaps our prior enemies will be
smart enough to not fall for the game under way, but
that doesn’t mean we won’t be at total war before we
turn around twice—and the enemies of the U.S. are
going to be formidable opponents this go around because
they are going to be the soul enemies of Israel.
This will obviously not “just” be a war on terrorism.
And I don’t know about you but THIS is terrorism
against us—and not Osama bin Laden, by us. Oh, Pogo,
how right you were, and too late smart as well!
We have brought the horses to the water but we
can’t make them drink—and ultimately I suppose we will
find out how long the camels can go without a drink.
Certainly, the blood sacrifices in the U.S. should have
appeased the volcano gods for the week but obviously
that is not so—confound those nasty gods.
The first plans in 1995 to do these terrorist acts were
to use mostly PAL airliners. Wow, doesn’t that just
make us want to hop aboard and head East to the land
of “Once Upon a Time there was a…”. Well, and the
good news? We don’t have anything left to take away
from us, so bankruptcy sounds pretty good.
Facts are, however, that we plan to stick right with
this and get it working. We can lick our wounds later—
if you will just keep bandaging the wounded on your
end. I would guess that there will be a lotta welfare
goin’ on pretty soon as they close down “just” the
airline industries. I would guess that manufacturing
jobs may well increase at the fighter builders and, of
course, in the body-bag manufacturing industry.
E.J. is extremely busy—just trying to get the phone to
work—so he can add what he wishes when he finds time.
I am not as distressed overall as it may come across
to you who read this. Every time something else happens
it seems to open a major opportunity window along with
ability to look at the view from the mountain, or highrise
as may be. At least we now see why this has to be done
HERE, for there is no way in the U.S., although good luck
to V.K. et al., at Bellringing. You see, they have nothing
on which to build the program—paper gold just gets no
attention! So be it, and as Cmdr. would say, Selah.
I am a bit like Two-by-Six, now Two-by, it
certainly takes a ton or two of bricks to the side
of the head to get the picture. May we just be
gifted with life long enough to get it done.
I don’t think the Filipinos even begin to realize how
much rests on their backs in this day of infamy.
And, friends, that is certainly between God and
them—we have presented the way; they say they
“have it” and we have to now let them and God.
It is true, though, at the bottom of our hearts there is pure
JOY because we DO HAVE hope of such abundance and
possibility as to boggle the negative flow of “downness”. You
can’t move down at the same time you have started UP and
the potential of UP is incredibly ready to go. But it is GOD
who must touch the hearts of the necessary receivers.
HE has not let us down yet—even though, just like you,
I expect it every moment; but I’m getting better as we
watch miracle after miracle take place before us.
We are so grateful for the things that have come to
us from breathing help to pictures of little birds in a
garden. Della, the angel glows in the radiance of the
crystal Jean and John sent. I’m sorry I couldn’t send
those things to John but God is sufficient without the
“things”. I have a little red laser pointer that
Charles gave me over here and when shown into
the heart of that crystal blossom, the room comes
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ALIVE and is incredibly and amazingly beautiful.
And in the very nick of time I found some See’s
candy and a bit of chocolate from Lester in New Zealand
that I had shrink-wrapped two Christmas-times ago. I
found it by tracking mouse tracks and there it was,
hardly touched by the mouse, opened it and we actually
proclaimed it GOOD. Now, Diane sent me her vacuum
apparatus since mine died, and we are back in business.
It is, perhaps after all, the little things. However, it is the
too little clothes that bring us back to reality.
Don’t I remember, though, that we were told that
we chubbies can live longer on our fat than you skinny,
beautiful people? Eat your heart out, Twiggy.
We DO most certainly see “a way” and all we need do
is tip these people off their dimes. And THAT, after all, is
basically E.J.’s business job so he needs that fortification.
I’ll tell you something, that Spelt bread-baking is
bringing notice around here. The young man was agog
when he came to AGAIN repair the printer. I guess he
is off now to get another “head”, whatever that means,
but it IS necessary to have a printer it seems. And by
the way, these youngsters are far more informed than we
would even guess, as some of their parents and elders
know the whole dastardly thing. We are often stunned
by the information network—and they do love coming
here. We are constantly amazed at how many copies of
the Committee of 300 have circulated—long before we
got here. John Coleman, God bless him, has no idea
what a gift of information he has given the world.
The problem is that everyone, just like the ordinary
man at home, has been stripped of everything they have
had while only the criminals and corrupt have continued
to feed off the blood of this society. Furthermore, they
may well have a tunnel full of gold but have been unable
to bring it out. Oh, indeed, there is HOPE in this valley
of shadows. One day, family, we shall stand honorably
deserving in the sunshine of that which we have done in
this time of need upon this blessed place. And, yes, we
did know it would be this way—we just didn’t want to
believe it. You bet we still pray and may God bless
America and beyond that, GOD BLESS SHAN, our little
corner of the Universe. The PHOENIX is not weeping
these days—it is just now able to get started! “And the
cry of the Phoenix shall be heard throughout the lands
as the Hosts of God bring forth the beloved covenant of
God, in Light which can shine upon the lands and upon
the seas...” and “Blessed are those who have stayed the
course in Truth and not in false piety, for theirs shall be
the kingdom of JUSTICE.” and “Unto the four corners
of the world shall go Truth and man will meet his
measure as he IS.” And at the top of the list of quotes:
“The time of the Lord is at hand and Satan shall be put
down into the pit—that he has prepared for himself.”
Am I whistling in the dark to shore up courage?
Perhaps, but it works for me and certainly I AM
NOT ALONE! Let’s just keep on whistlin’.
There is no way to express our personal appreciation
to each and every one of you or how much we miss you
and the babies growing up without our eyes to see and
arms to share. And to you who think we aren’t old—we
expect a great grandbaby aboard next Spring and THAT is
what this job is all about—a place of peace and prosperity
for those babies who trusted enough to come to this place.
May this tired old team keep pulling together, for it is the
only way we are going to reach the wondrous destination
ahead. We do know that if the team pulls in opposing
directions, or even drops out, it is all but impossible in the
middle of the journey to make much progress. Please be kind
to one another; we are all we have.—E-E

New World Order’s Orchestrated,
Outrageous Terroristic Operations
9/19/01—#1 (15-034)
RE: THE SCOPE OF TERRORISM
Hatonn—WHAT YOU “KNOW” IS ONLY ON
THE SURFACE WHILE THAT BENEATH IT IS
OUTRAGEOUSLY SERIOUS IN THE WORLD
TODAY. IT IS NOT HARD TO UNDERSTAND; IT
IS HARD TO LOOK AT THINGS AS THEY “ARE”.
Please, to CONTACT: We have to ask you to
get the information as is coming in through others
via Ron, Rex, Mark, et al., to get as much as is
possible timely into the paper.
THAT is what news is about; the timely
publishing of that which is not only intriguing but,
unfortunately for the global citizens, generally
true. I will not pontificate nor will I act as a
fortune-teller. I can see, yes, what is taking
place and we have published it over many years.
TODAY IN THE TERROR DEPARTMENT
Let’s not be naive, readers. You have only
just begun the “fear for your very lives” part of
this terrible game come now into the open. NO,
IT IS NOT “OK” WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN
ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM.
What has happened, however, is that now you
are “required” to join your very basic problemmasters just to stay alive.
What was and is planned? Well, watch the “tube”.
What happened in New York, as I said, is only the
opening bang. As backup plans there is far more
terrorism both from the sky and through the populace.
CNN is showing you in every way that is
possible how bad the plans REALLY are—from
chemicals to biological holocaust.
IN THE PHILIPPINES
Today this is a hard place to be but since our
commission focuses, at present, here, we must
look at circumstances.
Without speaking more than in generalities, it is
obvious that in the Philippines just about everything
being claimed of “groups”, terrorists, money laundering,
poverty, drug trade, etc., takes place. This all holds
especially true as to graft and corruption all the way
through and beyond the political manipulators.
The one hand has no idea what the other is doing.
First, there is a rush to commit a battalion of fighters
to Pakistan on the statement that “the Filipino knows
how to fight this TYPE of warfare.” Oh, really?
The Filipino military in conjunction with the
national police can’t even keep graft out of the
leadership enough to catch 35 or so rebel Abu Sayyaf,
trained and orchestrated by the CIA-Mossad and, yes,
indeed, backed by Osama bin Laden. Money is
funneled in through the global money-laundering
network to make sure the terrorists can function.

Holy war? If you can find anything “holy” about any of
this evil, then you are not thinking clearly. THIS IS THE
WAY IT WORKS: DIVIDE AND CONQUER!
ON THE PROJECT FRONT
Of course, we are hurt and although we can
continue our project, everything is shut down as
to a functioning society.
I will tell you, however, you who are impatient
beyond waiting for the unfolding, we must
consider things intelligently and with wisdom.
As the banking system is here in the Philippines,
and with all of the national gold reserves sent OUT,
mostly directly to London, we can’t dump more into the
pipeline to flow the same clandestine route.
The bankers were going to hold up the changes and
move to a Money-Laundering Bill sometime later.... We
are encouraged that now the response is, “Yes, Big
Brother, we will get it passed by the original deadline.”
Frankly, readers, we need that law in place
because there will be no secret or corruption
allowed when we start GAIA into motion. We are
only here to support livelihood and global
brotherhood—and it will be based on gold as a
monetary foundation of value. We are not going to
encourage, other than trial conduits, anyone to bring
gold in either to support more graft and corruption
OR SUPPORT TERRORISTS. Here, and around the
globe, the terrorists and the victims are GLOBAL
without selection as to race, creed or color.
I repeat: TODAY the plans are still in place
for a GLOBAL series of incredible terrorism if
you don’t get it shut down immediately.
Furthermore, all the terrorists have had to do
is wait for the information schedules to be
presented in your internationally controlled media.
Now, if you can realize that this is a play of
evil against evil, you are correct but not
necessarily “right”. You are not supposed to be
other than confused out of your sane minds.
This does, yes, bring into play the New World
Order orchestrated and presented through
outrageous terroristic operations—but it works!
The accomplishment is the same either way.
The WRONG ASSUMPTION that GOD
CREATOR will operate according to YOUR
PERSONAL attitude or perception is not applicable to
anything here. Our very closest team members prove
that man is not able to move beyond his own
perceptions enough to even work together. It becomes
all but impossible to continue to present that which
holds our own little association in focus. This is
always a result of assuming, somehow, that we need
to interpret or rewrite what is presented.
I do need to address something which is more recent
in CONTACT regarding a request on my part that
Princeton write on his perception and recent visit to Mt.
Shasta where there are some new projections regarding
underground tunnels and cities (inhabited) just under the
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surface. A book has been written by a “channel” who
tells whatever she receives and presents it in published
format, calling the people and place “Telos”.
Do I offer challenge? Do I offer affirmation?
NEITHER. I ask YOU, if you choose to read
the material, to USE YOUR LESSONS WELL to
have good perspective on possibilities.
I certainly did ask that Princeton write on this
matter “in his opinion and observations” but I
HAVE BASED that request on that which came
long before any book on Telos.
As to the material presented I would only
caution readers to remember that in the Spiritual
dimension of higher energy beings there is no
authorized pecking order. There is no “Royal” or
such as His Highness Krill, or an authority of any
kind through such orders as Melchizedec, etc.
We only bear a “title” to accommodate your
need for identification and recognition.
The facts are that you could see the hand of ego
at work in an infamous receiving from Latona-Young
in which they denounced me and my receiver here for
signing off and wiping out all the BS going on about
rank and perception of some incredible high status to
which Dad was an unacceptable label for such a highranking being of some kind. No, you err in your search
for human recognition or physical connections—and
Royal titles are foolish, indeed, and bear their own
realization of human input. That, however, does not
mean there are not tunnels under Mt. Shasta.
Can you understand me, readers?
I don’t care what you choose to call “me” for I AM,
don’t you see? You can call me the Devil and it will not
make one iota of difference as to who I actually AM.
You can call me evil as I have been assigned by several
that YOU know. It does not make a whit of difference,
you see, for I am NOT evil and your opinion of me
makes not one iota of difference—EXCEPT TO YOU.
I will not become evil to suit your wishes!
It is certainly NOT easy working for me, for every
individual has opinions and observations and can you
see that Doris, most specifically, can seemingly HAVE
NO OPINIONS OR OBSERVATIONS.
Is that fair? Life is not fair—that doesn’t
change God’s goodness or justness.
It is much as with tunnels under Mt. Shasta:
HAVE YOU SEEN THEM? PERSONALLY,
HAVE YOU BEEN THERE AND DONE THAT?
Well, neither has the author of the book in point. And
yet, that is supposedly a very shallow placement from
the surface. Who has disproved that they are there?
Well, then, we really do not have an argument but
rather, varying opinions. You can, however, base your
observations on evidence and clues and still be kind,
gentle and realize possibilities. I am not interested in
tunnels—I AM interested in the fact that Princeton met
and met with the one recognized as Germain—period.
This time, last time or next time have no meaning.
If “Doris” didn’t really feel drawn to the book in
point, it makes absolutely no difference to anything, for
she didn’t even read the entire volume and got stopped
right up front at the Royal order of titles—and that is
no more or less—and has nothing to do with my
request that Princeton write his experiences. Doris is
not “put down”, for she simply wishes no input at all.
A lot of experiences FROM THAT AREA OF MT.
SHASTA brought her into my service.
Each individual must discern for selves, judge

actions and information FOR SELF. Certainly, Doris
has no time to read all the information that flows
through even in an off day to make an informed
decision about what she thinks. We have a focus on
a massive job to be accomplished and the more tunnels
there are under Mt. Shasta, California then perhaps the
more secure places to run for cover. I do suggest you
be prepared to take your own lunch, however.
And, no, Doris has seen no write-up and is truly
uninformed about why I am referring to this matter.
Remember that you have just had a massive strike
against all material systems and the mail has been
interrupted. UPS is about the only carrier which has
managed to maintain any semblance of schedule to the
Philippines from the U.S. and even with the interruption
did run right on time to make up for the lost air times.
SECURITY
It is not to argue over information and opinions.
It is to realize that you must have realization that
things are quite bad when you have passenger
airliners plowing into the heart of what America
REPRESENTS—money and power through
manipulation of that commodity. It is also very
serious if passenger airliners are chosen as the
weapon of choice. WHO uses it is immaterial—
it is evil in conception, orchestration and ultimately
conclusion of the heinous acts presented.
This is not JUST SELECTIVE to the U.S.; you
should see the PLANS for LONDON. However, to
hit the U.S. was the obvious plumb to reach ALL.
Check out the numbers of meetings scheduled
which are now cancelled, starting with the IMF-WB
conferences set for THIS MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.
This type of terrorism has been long in the laying
of plans and it is NOT OVER.
Surprised?
Yes.
Unexpected?
NO!
Therefore, KNOW that it is far more similar to
Pearl Harbor than is being recognized publicly.
People did KNOW of the impending disasters and
allowed it to happen. And, yes, some did leave calling
cards to be found to cause realization that the network
of mercenaries are still around and at work.
Is this religious activity? NO, it is evil at work.
Terrorism is NOT the basis of Muslim acceptance—and
acclaimed Judeo-Christians are as involved as any Muslim, no
matter what YOU may think of religious doctrines.
I believe that it might now be even more easily
understood that to get onto some GLOBAL footing
where some value-based association is available is going
to take something very similar to GAIA, my friends,
where people put aside the foolishness and greed, and
reach out in brotherhood in investing in a better way.
You knew it would come to be this way, before it
could turn about—you just never really believed it while
you thought you could do breathing exercises, hug trees
and somehow ascend. Well, a lot of people ascended
very rapidly—LAST TUESDAY—and there wasn’t one
cloud other than smoke in the air to RECEIVE THEM.
Moreover, you got too tired and sad from the
watching, watching, watching—but tell me how else you
can come by information? You will note, however, that
in less than three days you were ready for a GLOBAL
WAR and it may be “different”—but it is very definitely
defined as World War III, declaration and all.
The Philippines, I repeat, are in an incredible
position. Yesterday it was announced, as I probably
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have stated, that in all of Asia—where the drug trade
is infamous—the Republic of the Philippines ranks
FOURTH in the drug trade. They are at the top of
the list for money laundering and HARBORING
terrorists who glean money from both the drug
trade, the arms trade, and money laundering.
It is also a time of those who hold hard assets
to come forward and arrange to secure same for
all the holdings are now mapped from satellites and
the confiscation will soon be under way. Present
and use the better way and open exchange and
from that comes security and FREEDOM.
As long as you only look at your “little space”, you
cannot see the picture and ultimately that which is
better for mankind is going to be far better for “you”.
Jerry Falwell gets public focus for his outrageous
proclamations and rantings. Well, people, Jerry
Falwell stood and shouted long ago that he “is a
Zionist and proud of it”. You see, it is time for all
those careless definitions to come home to roost.
And know that any viable bird in the roost is
going to poop. That is a fact of LIFE.
If you serve evil, you are caught in the trap of evil.
That does not indicate that you have to BECOME evil
to be in its presence, for in a human existence there IS
evil—and it is usually far more tempting to the
individual experiencing ego than being goodly.
ENEMIES AMONG US
I want you to look at something VERY
IMPORTANT. If a man pronounces himself to be
your enemy—out of his own mouth or pen, BEWARE,
FOR HE “IS” YOUR ENEMY. This is true of a
partner, spouse or terrorist. Osama bin Laden, by
his own proclamation, said “Death to America and
death to any American.” I don’t know how you get
any more blunt than that, my friends.
We have had some recent experiences with some of
our former partners proclaiming themselves OUR
ENEMIES. Fine, we can recognize that enemy and not
go to shooting war with guns and bombs—BUT WE
SHALL DEFEND TRUTH, HONOR AND RIGHT.
I am always pained by watching our own
beloved ones in a process of isolating themselves
and simply making the way more difficult. But, to
each his/her own, be it laying out frame-up guns,
lying about events which are untrue and having
others support such trickery, or simply moving into
isolation; it is difficult but GOD ALLOWS your
free-will attitudes, ego perceptions and activities.
PATIENCE
This has gotten to be a four-letter word somehow.
You would rush the river out of its banks rather than
wait for the flow to take away the flood. You would
plug the drainage conduits and then demand a fix from
some government people, already corrupted. You
cannot cut off the feet of the ones you have sent to do
a job when they have to walk to get the job
accomplished. And yet, this is the usual modus
operandi. First, the way to move is totally blocked by
everything that can be tossed into the pathway—and
then it is time to turn on the blocked ones as if they
somehow chose to deliberately “do YOU in”. IT IS A
HARD WORLD OUT HERE, PEOPLE, AND
EVEN MORE DIFFICULT WHERE YOU ARE.
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No God is going to bash you on the head and drag
you off from your cave by the hair of your head.
With most of us it wouldn’t work well anyway
when you think about it. You must learn to act
because it is the right thing to do, presents a better
way, and is in honor and truth. It does, yes, require
taking a stand even if you never tell another soul.
It most certainly is time to start making
atonement and recognizing your position—for a lot
of nonsense and, yes, terror, is ahead of you, yea,
even planned for this month of September 2001.
Today is the most religiously recognized Jewish
HOLY-DAY. It is the New Year in which those Kol
Nidres are recited and new resolutions are laid forth.
Is it not sad that the world faces destruction because
of the various claims and abuses of RELIGION?
If man cannot stop his HATING, it is not going
to ever be much of a world, is it? It would
appear you would destroy your world rather than
live goodly lives in brotherhood and honor.
You want God to fix that which you
DELIBERATELY put asunder. NO THANK YOU,
IT JUST DOES NOT WORK THAT WAY.
My question of the day is not whether or not the
terrorists will strike but rather: Will you be happy with
your neighbor in the survival shelter? And, yes, THAT
IS a timely consideration! Look again at the
pictures on CNN, yes, indeed, of anthrax and small pox
possibilities. And wow, those chemtrails? Pay
attention and some of your problems of the
moment won’t look so relatively important.
Again, THE PHILIPPINES:
The Philippines and their neighbors in
Southeast Asia sit in the most precious of
positions where God has offered THE WAY.
What will be chosen? That is up to the people
of the Philippines, for we are not planning to go
anywhere this week. Neither do we insert ourselves
into the political business of this, OR ANY, nation.
We will not push or shove—we OFFER.
The messengers are weary and homesick after these
years of existing in an indisputable prison setting. But we
shall continue to offer and stand watch as long as that is
possible and as long as YOU wish that stance.
I also suggest that you must learn to DISAGREE
without becoming enemies, for in such reactions YOU
are the solution even if both be the problem.
Mr. Mubarak of Egypt tried to bring a coalition
against terrorism over a decade ago and nobody
wanted to be a part of the “solution”. Today it
becomes mandatory or you will not survive.
I thank you for inviting me in and asking input. I
can offer; I do not demand; but must command. Any
teacher who will tell you otherwise is NOT YOUR
TEACHER OF “REALITY” IN SPIRITUAL
GUIDANCE. THAT IS SIMPLY THE WAY IT IS.
BY ANY NAME YOU CHOOSE, THIS SIMPLY IS
THE WAY OF IT IN THE REALITY OF BEING.
You are left with free-will to arrange your
playground and, yes, indeed, Mother Earth will respond
in HER WAY. She offers you life and an opportunity
to experience. Isn’t it time you return the favor?
In LOVE AND IN LIGHT,
Just call me DAD, it is quite alright. It won’t
interrupt the universal order or lessen anyone’s position
of responsibility or chosen “authority”. You “act”
authority; it is useless to espouse it. So be it.
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
U.S. FUNDING NUCLEAR PLANT IN CHINA
AS AMERICANS AWAIT BLACKOUTS
By Timothy P. Carney, Human Events, 5/21/01
The United States may be facing a national energy
crisis—one that will be punctuated by blackouts in
California and probably many other states this summer.
But across the Pacific Ocean in Shanghai, the Jiangnan
Shipyards will be running at full power building
warships for the Communist Chinese regime, thanks
to funding provided by the U.S. government.
The Export-Import Bank of the United States has
provided funding to help two U.S. corporations—
Westinghouse Electric and Bechtel Power—to help the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) build the Qinshan
nuclear power plant near Shanghai.
Thanks to inaction by the Republican-controlled
Congress, and a statutory notice of approval signed by
President Bill Clinton, the same American families that are
now paying sky-high energy prices in the United States
are also loaning money at low interest rates to the regime
in Beijing to build this nuclear plant.
The Ex-Im Bank is a federal agency that receives
an annual appropriation from Congress. Originally
founded in 1934, it was rechartered in 1945, with the
purpose of facilitating U.S. exports by providing loans
or loan guarantees to U.S sellers or lenders, or to
foreign buyers or banks. Despite its name, the
Export-Import Bank no longer deals with imports.
Last year, Congress provided it with $863
million in tax dollars.
Although the bank’s board of directors has
broad discretion over how to use the tax dollars it
is given, it must follow some legal guidelines. For
example, it cannot finance loans to “MarxistLeninist” countries, including the People’s Republic
of China, unless the President determines such a
loan to be “in the national interest”.
Also, it must notify Congress of all loans or
loan guarantees over $100 million, or of any action
it takes that would help the construction or
operation of nuclear power facilities, but
congressional approval is not required. The bank’s
board of directors serves at the pleasure of the
President, with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The Ex-Im Bank, together with Westinghouse
and Bechtel, has cooperated with the Chinese
National Nuclear Corp. and the State Development
Bank—both arms of the PRC government—to help
build the nuclear power plant at Qinshan.
On March 21, 1995, Nucleonics Week reported that
Westinghouse Electric Corp. had announced that it would
“provide steam generators, reactor coolant pumps, and
related motors” for two new reactors at Qinshan.
Qinshan, which is 75 miles south of Shanghai, was
already home to one nuclear reactor that had been built
in the late 1980s, also with help from Westinghouse.
According to the minutes of a July 9, 1996, ExportImport Bank board meeting, the directors approved a
direct loan of $36,347,390 to China’s State Development
Bank (which serves as the treasury of the PRC) to help

the Chinese buy “steam turbines and auxiliaries” from
Westinghouse for the second phase of Qinshan.
Before the loan could be made final, the law
required President Clinton to declare that it was in
the national interest. He did so in a letter to the
secretary of state [pdf] dated June 29, 1996.
The letter actually specified an even larger loan.
It read: “I determine that it is in the national interest
for the Export-Import Bank of the United States to
extend a loan in the amount of approximately $120
million to the People’s Republic of China in connection
with the purchase of (1) non-nuclear island balance of
plant equipment and services and (2) Westinghouse
engineering services to the nuclear island.”
The notification of this loan that the Export-Import
Bank was required to send to Congress was transmitted
in the form of a letter to then-House Speaker Newt
Gingrich (R.-Ga.) and then-Vice President Al Gore in his
constitutional role as president of the Senate. Gingrich
and Gore forwarded the messages to the banking
committees in their respective chambers.
Ex-Im officials told Human Events that Congress
rarely acts on such letters, and there is no evidence
of any congressional action in this case.
The same process was followed for a second loan
of $323 million that was approved by the ExportImport Bank board of directors on Jan. 14, 1997.
This loan financed Bechtel’s sale of non-nuclear plant
components to the China National Nuclear Corp.
Days after winning reelection, Clinton declared [pdf]
this loan also to be in “the national interest”.
It was used for the third phase of the Qinshan plant.
China was required to pay back the Bechtel
loan in 30 semi-annual payments beginning no later
than April 15, 2004—more than seven years after
the loan was approved, and after Bechtel expects
to be done with the work, according to information
posted on the company’s Website.
The interest rate on the loan, set by a formula
called the Commercial Interest Reference Rates,
was 7.49%. At that time, the prime rate in the
United States was 8.25%.
The Chinese Communists thus received
financing for a nuclear plant from the U.S.
government at a cheaper rate than most American
businessmen could get financing from a domestic
bank. The rate was even below the 7.8%, then
being paid by Americans for a home mortgage.
The cash from both Export-Import Bank loans
was deposited in the PRC’s State Development Bank,
which handed the money over to the state-owned
CNNP in the case of Qinshan III, and to the China
Nuclear Energy Industry Corp. for Qinshan II.
In approving the Bechtel loan, Clinton disregarded
an August 1995 “discovery” issued by his own
administration revealing that the CNNP had recently
sold ring magnets to Pakistan. Ring magnets are
a component needed for enriching uranium so that
it can be used in nuclear warheads. Pakistan is
not a signatory of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty and in 1998 tested a nuclear weapon for the
first time in an underground explosion.
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Nuclear News reported in September 1993, that
the CNNP built a nuclear power plant for Pakistan
using knowledge it had gained from Qinshan I (a
project that involved Westinghouse).
Building the later phases of Qinshan—with financing
from U.S. taxpayers—helped the PRC develop its
nuclear-reactor-building expertise. Xinhua, the Chinese
government’s official news agency, reported earlier this
year that “through the development of . . . Qinshan
Phase 3 [and other plants] the corporation has basically
mastered the advanced modern methodology for the
management of nuclear power development projects.”
As the law stands, it takes only the President’s
signature plus the votes of three out of the five board
members of the Export-Import Bank to approve a loan
to China. At the time of the Bechtel and
Westinghouse-related loans, there were two vacancies
on the board, and the three remaining members voted
unanimously to send the money to China.
The three were Board Chairman Martin A. Kamarck
and members Maria Haley and Julie Belaga. Kamarck is
the husband of former Gore aide Elaine Kamarck.
On Feb. 14, 1997, a month after she voted to
approve the Bechtel-related loan, the New York Times
reported that “Ms. Haley’s first job in Washington was
in the White House personnel office, where she helped
John Huang, the Riady family’s senior American
executive, get a job at the Commerce Department.”
Huang, Human Events readers will recall, helped funnel
tens of thousands of dollars in illegal foreign
contributions to President Clinton and the Democrats.
Julie Belaga was a regional administrator for the
Environmental Protection Agency and an executive in a
public relations firm. She was recommended for the ExIm job by Sen. Chris Dodd (D.-Conn.).…
According to Jane’s Defence Weekly, Jiangnan
Shipyards, which sit on the power grid fed by
Qinshan, is one of the “most important naval
shipbuilders” in China for “surface warships”.
[JR: How is it, by any stretch of the imagination,
that it is in the U.S. national interest to subsidize
the building of a nuclear power plant so China can
build her warships. The deal was connived by the
EX-IM Bank during the “Lets work a deal” era of
the Clinton/Gore reign. Worse yet, there is no
oversight on these wink & nod arrangements other
than a letter of notification to Congress, which is
more often than not ignored by them. What is
more outrageous is that even after the work is
completed, China doesn’t make a payment until
2004. The only ones with empty pockets and
blackouts will be us taxpayers. Maybe we deserve it
because we have become so complacent we don’t
seem to mind such betrayals by our masters in D.C.
and we re-elect them over and over again.]
PHARMACEUTICAL FIRMS UNDER FIRE
OVER BUSINESS PRACTICES
Daily Herald, 5/25/01
NEW YORK (AP)—Lyn Lovinger was angry when
a series of changes in her insurance policy tripled the
cost of her breast cancer medication.
The $25 a month charge may not sound like
much, but the retired community services employee
lives in New York in low income housing and on
a very tight budget.
“I’m lucky I can afford the medicine, but it is

always on your mind that you may need another
drug or that something else in your life could
change, and then what?” said Lovinger, who was
diagnosed with the disease in 1997.
She says a pharmacist told her that a deal
between a pharmaceutical company and a generic
drug manufacturer blocked the introduction of a lowcost generic version of her medication Tamoxifen.
She made endless calls to various agencies and
legislators to protest the high cost of the drug.
A few months ago, a representative of a senior
citizens’ group asked Lovinger if she would
consider being a named plaintiff in a class-action
suit. She immediately agreed to help.
“I was fighting on my own for months,” she said.
“I was just so happy someone wanted to help me.”
Consumer groups all over the country have started
filing lawsuits to stop what they say are illegal actions
by the pharmaceutical companies, and sometimes
generic firms, that squelch competition.
Two separate coalitions have been formed to organize
the effort—Washington, D.C.-based Stop Patient Abuse
Now, with 33 members, and Boston-based Prescription
Drug Access Litigation Project, with 17 members.
These lawsuits exacerbate the pressure on an
industry already under the microscope. Drug company
activities are under investigation by the Federal Trade
Commission and the Justice Department.
But the consumer lawsuits represent a special
challenge for drug companies because now they are being
sued by the very people they are in business to help.
“It is just not an attractive situation to get sued by
your customers,” said Gerald Sobel, a patent lawyer
at New York-based Kaye Scholer, which represents
many pharmaceutical companies. “In one respect
these lawsuits are really ungrateful. Without these
drugs these people could be dead.”
Lovinger’s case, filed in federal court in New York
last week, joined more than a half-dozen lawsuits against
pharmaceutical giant AstraZeneca PLC and generic firm
Barr Laboratories Inc. Some of the other plaintiffs
include the New York State Senior Action Council and
Boston-based Health Care For all.
The suits allege the companies colluded to keep
a low-cost version of Tamoxifen off the market.
Barr had won a patent challenge, but then agreed
to accept $21 million from the AstraZeneca and
work with it to sell Tamoxifen, the generic version
of the branded breast cancer drug Nolvadex.
Tamoxifen is only about 5 percent cheaper than
Nolvadex. Generics are usually 50 to 80 percent
cheaper than the original.
Several consumer groups, including the
Washington D.C.-based Gray Panthers and the San
Francisco-based Senior Action Network, have filed
suits against Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., alleging it
conspired to keep a generic version of its antianxiety
drug BuSpar off the market. And the National
Organization of Women plans to sue Bristol-Myers for
allegedly stifling a generic version of Taxol, a popular
breast and ovarian cancer treatment.
In the two Bristol-Myers cases, the plaintiffs
claim the drug company added irrelevant patents to
the drugs to extend their product cycles.
AstraZeneca and Barr have denied the charges.
Bristol-Myers didn’t return phone calls.
Consumer groups’ money and time would be
better spent lobbying Congress for programs to
expand access to drugs instead of suing
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pharmaceutical companies, said Marjorie Powell,
assistant general counsel of the Pharmaceutical Research
and Manufacturers of America, the industry trade group.
“I think using lawsuits and the federal courts to
institute policies is wrong,” she said. “All of these
lawsuits detract from efforts to expand drug
access for seniors.”
Consumer activists counter they’ve turned to the
courts because lobbying has proven useless against the
pharmaceutical industry’s clout. Drug companies spent
$91 million—more than any other industry—on lobbying
in 1999, the last year for which statistics are available,
according to the Center for Responsible Politics.
“The lobbying money has barred reform,” said
NOW President Patricia Ireland. “The pharmaceutical
industry carries bags of money up to (Capitol Hill).
You have to find ways to counter that. The judicial
branch can be a more level playing field.”
Tim Fuller, the Gray Panthers executive
director, hopes the lawsuits will embolden
consumers to talk to their elected representatives.
“I think Congress will take notice of these
lawsuits because they are consumers,” said Fuller.
[JR: Consumers can’t compete with the PAC groups
that bribe Congress to stifle any reforms against
price fixing by the drug companies. The court
system is the only way to go for consumers to get
Congress’ and the drug manufacturer’s attention.
Mr. Sobel, defense attorney for the drug
companies, is right when he says we’d be dead if
we didn’t have these drugs. We would also be
dead (as the people in So. Africa with AIDS) if we
can’t afford to buy the drugs that would prolong
our lives. The most disheartening aspect of these
allegations is the generic drug manufacturers who
are in collusion with the major drug companies to
fix the prices on their drugs. It’s part of the
depopulation plan which determines who will live
and who will die. Greed and profits are the
rewards to those who carry out this plan.]
BRITAIN ON THE SPOT
IN EU REPORT ON SPY NET
By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard in Brussels,
The Telegraph—UK, 5/28/01
The European Union will inevitably have to develop
its own intelligence arm to back up the planned rapid
reaction force, and to defend the currency, according to
a leaked report by the European Parliament.
The document puts Britain on notice that it cannot
continue to operate a joint intelligence system with
America now that the EU is acquiring military ambitions.
It predicts that “intelligence gathering may be precisely
the issue that forces the United Kingdom to decide
whether its destiny is European or transatlantic”.
The report concludes a year-long investigation by a
committee of the European Parliament into “Echelon”,
the American eavesdropping network which intercepts
fax, e-mail, telephone and satellite transmissions across
Europe from listening posts in England.
Contradicting repeated assurances by Downing
Street that Nato will not be harmed, the report
made clear that the creation of a 60,000-man force
would fundamentally change the nature of relations
between the EU and the alliance.
The report said: “The existence of such a
multinational force will make the development of an
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autonomous intelligence capacity inevitable.” The
draft text also said EU economic integration would
“necessitate” an intelligence capability. In a sign
that the EU is developing a fortress mentality, it
argued that “a united European economic policy
implies a united perception of economic reality in
the world outside the European Union”.
The investigation, carried out at the insistence of the
French, said there was no longer any doubt about the
existence of the “Echelon” network, which is run by the
U.S. National Security Agency in collaboration with
Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
The report concluded that the “Big Brother”
system had been greatly overestimated. It is not able
to trawl through every fax, internet and telephone
message by using search-engine dictionaries and voice
recognition devices to home in on hot topics, as
suggested in books and press accounts.
Even so, the study suggested that Britain is in breach
of Article 8 of the European Convention on Human
Rights, which guarantees the privacy of family life and
private correspondence of every citizen in signatory
states. Britain falls foul of the convention for allowing
Washington to carry out surveillance of citizens from
listening posts such as Menwith Hill in Yorkshire.
The report concludes that EU states “must carry out
checks to ensure that the activities of intelligence
services on their territory do not represent a violation of
human rights”. The inquiry was unable to find proof
that the American government had used “Echelon” to
spy on European companies for commercial advantage.
However, a former CIA chief, James Woolsey,
has admitted that the system is used to expose
attempts by European firms to win contracts
through bribery. The Bush administration gave
short shrift to a fact-finding team of Euro-MPs in
Washington last month, and even refused to let a
French Trotskyist delegate enter the country.
Should clear evidence of commercial espionage
come to light, Britain would find itself in violation of
several European Union laws involving data protection
and distortions of the single market. Above all,
“perfidious Albion” would be in breach of Article 10 of
the Amsterdam Treaty, which commits every member
state to uphold the common interest of the EU.
[JR: A bit of a dilemma for Britain in having
to choose between the U.S. or the EU. She is
committed to us given the fact that our Echelon
system is also located in England, Australia, New
Zealand and Canada. My guess is that England
will pledge allegiance to the EU but keep all
options open on this side of the Atlantic. There
are a lot of secret treaties and agreements
between the U.S. and England. Look at where
Echelon is located and know that we are back into
the fold of the mother country—England.]
A QUESTION OF CHURCH AND STATE
By Dan Eggen , Washington Post, 5/15/01
WASHINGTON—The Bible study begins each
day at 8 a.m. sharp, with Attorney General John
Ashcroft presiding. A group of employees gathers at
the Main Justice building in Washington, either in his
personal office or in a conference room, to study
Scripture and join Mr. Ashcroft in prayer.
Mr. Ashcroft held similar meetings each morning
as a U.S. senator. He sees the devotionals as a

personal matter that has no bearing on his job as
attorney general, according to aides.
Mindy Tucker, a spokeswoman for Mr.
Ashcroft, said the attorney general wanted to
“continue to exercise his constitutional right to
express his religious faith”. Any employee was
welcome, but not required to attend, his aides said.
But within the massive Justice Department, with
about 135,000 employees worldwide, some who do
not share Mr. Ashcroft’s Pentecostal Christian beliefs
are discomfited by the daily prayer sessions,
particularly because they are conducted by the chief
law enforcement officer of the United States, who is
entrusted with enforcing a constitution that calls for
the separation of church and state.
“The purpose of the Department of Justice is to
do the business of the government, not to establish a
religion,” said an attorney for the department, who,
like other critics, was unwilling to be identified by
name. “It strikes me and a lot of others as offensive,
disrespectful and unconstitutional.”
“It at least blurs the line, and it probably crosses it.”
Another lawyer said, “It’s alienating.”
“He’s using public spaces to have a personally
meaningful event to which I would not be
welcome, nor would I feel welcome.”
Mr. Ashcroft declined to comment on the
devotional meetings, and reporters have not been
allowed to attend. But Justice Department officials
say his Bible studies at the department should be
viewed no differently from those organized and
attended by many members of Congress.
“It is against my religion to impose my religion
on people,” Mr. Ashcroft said in a recent speech.
Several aides also said that many of Mr. Ashcroft’s
closest advisers, including the chief of staff, the
deputy chief of staff and the communications
director, had never attended the devotional
meetings, nor had they been pressured to do so.
The aides said that the sessions were open to
all employees at the Justice Department, Christians
or otherwise, and that one of the regular
participants is an Orthodox Jew.
David Israelite, Mr. Ashcroft’s deputy chief of
staff, said: “He has never in any way insinuated that
I should be going to these meetings, and I never felt
I’ve been hindered by not attending. “He’s a religious
man, and he’s been attacked by folks because of
that,” Mr. Israelite said, adding, “I’ve known John
Ashcroft for 15 years, and there is no more tolerant
person that I’ve been around in my life.”
Ms. Tucker said: “These go on on the Hill all
the time, and he’s done this for years and years and
years. He’s always done them in his office, and
that’s how he started his day.”
But advocates for the strict separation of church
and state, as well as some Justice employees, said Mr.
Ashcroft is now in a far different position from when
he was a U.S. senator. As the leader of the nation’s
top law enforcement body, they contend, he has a
responsibility not to offend employees of different
faiths or test the limits of accepted guidelines.
The federal government’s “Guidelines on Religious
Exercise and Religious Expression in the Federal
Workplace,” issued in 1997 after bipartisan negotiations,
say that supervisors and department heads must be
especially careful with religious activities or statements.
“Because supervisors have the power to hire, fire or
promote, employees may reasonably perceive their
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supervisors’ religious expression as coercive, even if it
was not intended as such,” the publication says.
“Therefore, supervisors should be careful to ensure that
their statements and actions are such that employees do
not perceive any coercion.” It goes on to say that
supervisors “should, where necessary, take appropriate
steps to dispel such misperceptions”.
Religious faith has been central to the life and
career of Mr. Ashcroft, the son and grandson of
Assemblies of God ministers. Before becoming
attorney general, he was state attorney general,
governor and a U.S. senator from Missouri.
Mr. Ashcroft considered a run for the presidency,
with support from leading Christian conservatives, and
has regularly cited God and Scripture in speeches and
policy statements. In 1998, Mr. Ashcroft said at a
Christian Coalition event that “a robed elite have taken the
wall of separation designed to protect the church and
they have made it a wall of religious oppression.”
The next year, he told graduates at Bob Jones
University in Greenville, North Carolina, that America had
been founded on religious principles, and “we have no
king but Jesus.” That statement became the subject of
some controversy at his confirmation hearings.
The morning devotionals are not the only sign that
Mr. Ashcroft’s approach to religion differs from that of
his predecessor, Janet Reno, who ran a strictly secular
office. At a Black History Month celebration in February,
for example, Mr. Ashcroft prayed with a minister who
urged the department’s employees to join in.
The department also issued new style guidelines
for correspondence that carries Mr. Ashcroft’s
signature. They forbid, among other things, the
use of “pride,” which the Bible calls a sin, and the
phrase “no higher calling than public service”.
“He’s running the department like a church, complete
with rituals and forbidden words,” said Barry Lynn, the
executive director of Americans United for Separation of
Church and State. “That is deeply troubling.”
[JR: Why does the word religion or GOD invoke
such fear and panic in this country? It is
ridiculous to infer that if one openly demonstrates
their faith or belief in God it will somehow impair
their ability to serve as a high-level public official.
If that were true we would have a government in
D.C. made up of men and women who were
respected and who honored their oath of office.
Ex-President Clinton certainly was a man who made
a show of attending church but it didn’t improve his
morals or decision-making process. For many,
religion is a sham to be used as a show for the
gullible. Practically everyone in government puts
their faith in their politics and not religion.]
THE JUSTICE SYSTEM IS CRIMINAL
By Paul Craig Roberts, townhall.com, 5/16/01
Our country’s premier law-enforcement agency, the
FBI, is proving to be an unreliable element in the criminal
justice system. Waco and Ruby Ridge displayed a
militarized agency willing to use deadly force against
women and children, and subsequent cover-ups showed
an agency determined not to be held accountable.
Confidence in the FBI received another blow
when a whistleblower revealed that the fabled
crime lab often fabricated evidence to help
prosecutors obtain convictions.
Now it has come to light that FBI agents
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intentionally concealed evidence and kept an innocent
man in prison on a murder charge for 30 years. One
of the FBI agents responsible, H. Paul Rico, showed
no contrition whatsoever when he replied to
questioning from the House Government Reform
Committee on May 3: “Would you like tears or
something?” It was enough to cause Rep. Christopher
Shays, R.-Conn., to say: “I think you should be
prosecuted. I think you should be sent to jail.”
The following week the FBI was forced to
admit that it failed to turn over to Timothy
McVeigh’s defense attorneys 3,000 pages of
documents, photographs, tapes and other materials.
This withholding of evidence is being called a “slip-up”.
With the federals providing this kind of
example, are things better at the state and local
level? Unfortunately, the answer is no.
Virginia Commonwealth Attorney Robert Horan will
not release DNA evidence for testing that could
substantiate the claim of innocence by convicted rapist
James Harvey. Harvey’s case has been taken by Barry
Scheck, Peter Neufeld and their colleagues at the
Innocence Project sponsored by the Benjamin Cardozo
School of Law in New York City.
Instead of cooperating in righting a possible
wrongful conviction, the commonwealth attorney is
appealing Federal District Judge Albert Bryan’s court
order to release the evidence for testing.…
Ever since the von Liszt experiment in 1902,
criminologists have known that eyewitnesses are as
likely to be wrong as right. Despite the undeniable
fact that an eyewitness is no better than a flip of
a coin, police, prosecutors and juries put great
weight on eyewitness evidence even in cases where
suspects have unshakeable alibis.
False confessions arise from any number of
known reasons.
Yet once police get a
confession—even ones they invent—prosecutors
take for granted the reliability of the confession.
When it recently came to light that Fred Salem Zain,
serologist for West Virginia’s crime laboratory, had been
convicting innocents for years with fabricated “scientific
evidence”, the state quietly made some million-dollar
settlements hoping to keep the lid on the large number of
wrongful convictions. Zain intentionally convicted
innocents with false testimony, and West Virginia
intentionally tried to suppress the extent of the injustice.
The American public, especially “law and order”
conservatives, must come to grips with the fact
that our criminal justice system increasingly serves
causes other than justice. Finding a suspect and
convicting him is more important to many police
and prosecutors than getting the right man.
Anyone who doubts the sad truth of this will be
shaken by the case histories in Actual Innocence.
Wrongful conviction has become so prevalent
that a number of law schools sponsor pro-bono
innocence projects. In rape cases and other cases
where DNA evidence can play a role, there is hope
for the wrongfully convicted. But for a large
number of offenses, all hope ends with conviction.
The ease with which innocents can be railroaded is
scary enough. But the obstructions that prosecutors
raise to the release of inmates known to be innocent
reveals an inhumanity that is frightening. For example,
the 26 innocent adults framed by a crazed detective and
corrupt Child Protective Service officers in the
Wenatchee child-sex-abuse witch-hunt had to be pried
loose one by one from the claws of prosecutors.

The justice system is loaded against the
wrongfully convicted. In sex-offender cases, the
system will not admit to any possibility of wrongful
conviction. A person who maintains his innocence
cannot qualify for parole.
Consequently, the wrongfully convicted serve
longer terms than the guilty.
“Getting tough with crime” has encouraged a resultsorientated culture among police and prosecutors that
leads to wrongful convictions. Redressing this wrong
requires an alliance between conservatives and liberals.
Will the Federalist Society lend its weight to the
effort to spring exculpatory DNA evidence from
the Virginia commonwealth attorney’s lock box?
[JR: Men without conscience serve and enforce the
policies of a government that has become remote and
aloof from its people. That is why an FBI agent
doesn’t believe that withholding evidence is
anything to be remorseful about. Many lifetime
careers are made in our in-justice system by
suborning testimony or withholding or destroying
evidence to further a conviction. Worse yet are
the judges who render decisions based on personal
judgements under the color-of-law. How many
wrongs will it take before we make things right in
our unlawful but legal in-justice system?]
WILL AMERICANS REACT
ONCE THE INEVITABLE OCCURS?
By Uthman Tynes, The STAR (Editorial)—Jordan, 9/9/01
JORDAN—IT IS inevitable. Despite their best
intentions, Americans are going to find themselves
physically part of the conflict in the Middle East.
What will happen then, especially in light of the
American convention of protecting their own? Even
recently when a young man was accused of
possessing and dealing drugs in Russia, he knew he
could count on his president to whisper in the ear of
President Putin for a get-out-of-jail-free card.
And now Israelis are hitting Palestinian-Americans in
their continuing aggression. It was inevitable. Will
President Bush come to their aid the same way he did
for the American accused of drug crimes? It is curious
to most outside the U.S., outrageous to others, that
American citizens continue, day to day, to sit in their
homes eating dinner, watching television and allowing the
violence to continue in the Occupied Territories. How
can Americans sit back and watch a people ‘targeted’ by
weapons their very government supplies? Are they
unaware they are financing this aggression? Haven’t
Americans realized their silence makes them as much a
part of this as their President and his ill-defined policies?
Truth is, they don’t. Americans’ relation to the world
is complicated. It is a complexity that is perhaps best
understood in the Middle East, where complexity is a
way of life. It is complicated by a media that sees its
job as entertainer first and then as a very selective
informer. It is complicated by a society that seems to
value pop culture and the Weather Channel over global
warming and the ill effects of globalization. It is a nation
of consumers whose power is unknown to them. Many
live in a vacuum unaware of the brutality outside. And
now, largely unbeknownst to them, they are playing a
role in the way a war is being waged. It is not a
declared war; to label it so changes political dynamics.
Though most involved would feel a sense of relief at
calling a spade a spade. Are Americans aware that no
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response still counts as a response, leaving them
complicit in actions they would surely find reprehensible?
Right now Americans are worried about their dollars.
The U.S. economy is in the doldrums. Afraid to say
the word ‘recession’, a struggle continues as the
budget surplus promised by the previous
administration dwindles and the finger pointing begins.
With all this in mind, will Americans remain mute
when one of their own comes in harm’s way?
Western media reports change their tone and direction
when an American face or voice tells the tale.
American reports from the assassination of Abu Ali
Mustapha ran with American voices telling American
perspectives of the atrocity. Does this make it more
legitimate to Americans? Yes. Should it? Surely not.
But the reality is Americans come together when they see
one of their own attacked. Israeli movement into Beit
Jala resulted in reports subtly tinged with the words ‘a
largely Christian community’. Islam, so often
misunderstood or maligned, can now be removed as a
filter for American relevance. Here was a moment that
showed it did not matter the faith; no one was immune.
For the message to be understood it must cross the
threshold, entering American homes, making point after
point. Only then can the political change so desperately
needed in American-Middle East policy begin.
It is difficult to blame an American public so
dumbed-down by a media tightly aligned with corporate
sponsors whose primary focus is consumerism. The
message gets lost time and again. It is unfortunate it
takes the sound of an American voice to break through
all the media static, but this is the American reality. The
sound of one American voice speaking will not change
things. But the fact it is heard at all could be the
beginning of a sea of change. One report leads to
another until slowly Americans develop some
sophistication and awaken from their slumber. This fact
should not be lost as the media war unfolds.
Seeing American faces standing amongst the
rubble of another Israeli attack begs a question: Will
it take American blood drawn by Israel and likely
fired from American weaponry to make Americans
care? Perhaps. In a war where the targets of socalled “targeted killings” end up women and children,
such a circumstance seems inevitable. Americans
don’t see Israel’s policies in the Middle East as a
personal threat. It is out there, happening to a people
and a faith they don’t understand. Only when they
appreciate the relevance, understand the similarity and
realize the faces on television could be their own, will
they cry out for change and hopefully justice.
[JR: (Note that this article was written 2 days
prior to the attack on America.) Was this a
premonition? Most Americans live in an insulated
vacuum and aren’t effected by conditions that
impact others on the other side of this world that we
co-exist in. We rely on Washington D.C. and our
biased press to define our issues and formulate our
opinions. We are programmed to think, feel and
subjugate our will to those we elected to represent
us. Bush, Powell and Rumsfeld defined who our
enemy and target is—Muslims, particularly Arabs.
When American “patriots” (now suddenly a
politically correct term) fervor went too far in their
revenge by attacks against Muslims—Americans,
President Bush & CO. had to clarify which Muslims,
in particular those who promote and carry out
terrorism. Now that tragedy has struck America,
will we be better at understanding and relating to
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the fear and hopelessness others suffer because of
our actions and foreign policies? All peoples want to
live in peace and decide their own futures and
destinies without interference from foreign powers.
Our planet is a fragile place and so are we as a
human species. More so today than ever before.]
FARRAKHAN WARNS OF ARMAGEDDON
IF U.S. RETALIATES
By Marc Morano, CNSNews.com, 9/17/01
Minister Louis Farrakhan has warned President Bush
that declaring war on terrorism could “trigger the war
that would end all wars, the war of Armageddon”.
Farrakhan is the leader of the Black Muslim separatist
movement Nation of Islam and the architect of the 1995
Million-Man March in Washington, D.C.
In a speech Sunday at a Chicago mosque, Farrakhan
implied that U.S. foreign policy is to blame for last
weeks terrorist attacks on Washington and New York.
He called on American officials to summon “the courage
to look at the foreign policy” and asked if the policies
have “produced this danger and hatred toward America”.
He described the events of last week as a “dark
hour in American and world history”. He defended the
Palestinians celebrating in the streets after the terrorist
attacks because they have “sustained injustice since
1948”, which refers to the year Israel became a state.
“They dance in the streets not because they have no
feeling for American life, they dance because they
wanted America to feel what they feel.”
According to Farrakhan, the terrorists that struck
America are the product of “despair and hopelessness”.
“This is what causes children to strap
themselves with bombs. They care nothing for
their lives. They want others to feel the pain of
what they live with everyday.”
He then accused the American government and
media of unfairness towards Muslims. He noted
that convicted Oklahoma City Bomber Timothy
McVeigh professed to be a Christian, yet the U.S.
did not fear all Christians.
“Even though his crime was the most horrific
committed up until that time, no one said Christian
Timothy McViegh, they just said Timothy
McVeigh,” he noted. He called McVeigh’s actions
“un-Christian like” and he declared the attacks last
week on the U.S. to be “un-Muslim like”.
He said Muslims throughout the world have no
quarrel with the citizens of America, only it’s
foreign policy. He believes these are policies “that
the American people know nothing about”.
“A better foreign policy of America would defeat
terrorism forever in the world,” he declared.
[JR: Our foreign policy toward the Middle East has
now made Americans the target and victims of those
policies. The drums of war were beating just hours
after the WTC tragedy struck America. Our leaders
in Congress climbed out of their bunkers and were
overjoyed when they saw the Capitol dome still there
and joined together to sing God Bless America on the
steps of the Capitol. They all immediately pledged
their unwavering support to the President and his
Cabinet to any demands made upon them. The
death and destruction that hit New York, the
Pentagon and Pennsylvania became politicized
and the plan became more important than the
dead and dying. How many programmed
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“patriots” who wave their flag want to know the Harbor of World War III, it means there is a long,
real facts or care about how others are made to long war ahead.” (Thomas Friedman, New York
suffer because of our foreign policies.]
Times, September 13, 2001)
Key U.S. government representatives and media
INVESTORS’ LAWSUITS GROW AS GAINS SHRINK figures have used the bombing of the WTC and
Pentagon to create an international state of fear.
This has swept Washington’s closest allies (notably
By Walter Hamilton and Josh Friedman,
Germany and England, though not Italy) into agreeing
Los Angeles Times, 9/16/01
carte blanche to participate in U.S. reprisals.
It has also served to obscure a most important
Disgruntled investors are filing lawsuits at an
accelerating pace this year, with many of the latest cases question: Does Washington have a hidden agenda here,
targeting Wall Street brokerage firms for their handling a strategy other than hurling bombs? If so, what is it,
of initial public stock offerings in the late 1990s, and what does it mean for the world?
Amid the increasingly implausible and frequently
according to statistics released last month.
Through Aug. 17, 263 shareholder lawsuits contradictory explanations (2) offered by U.S.
have been filed this year, up from 201 all of last government officials for their inability or unwillingness to
year and 207 in 1999, according to consulting firm intervene effectively before and during this past
PricewaterhouseCoopers. The record in the late Tuesday’s aerial attacks in New York and Washington,
D.C.—and as the cries for war drown out voices of
1990s was 260 suits in 1998.
The data underscore the dramatic surge in litigation reason—a deadly scenario is unfolding.
Columns in major mainstream newspapers have
that has occurred this year after the stock market plunge.
“There’s nothing like losing money to inspire people borne such titles as:
“World War III” (New York Times, 9/13)
to sue,” said Alan Bromberg, a securities law expert
“Give War A Chance” (Philadelphia Inquirer, 9/13)
at Southern Methodist University in Dallas.
“Time To Use The Nuclear Option”
Lawsuits against individual firms, as well as
arbitration cases against stockbrokers and securities (Washington Times, 9/14).
A government that claims it had no knowledge of
firms, frequently spike whenever the market falls sharply.
Individual investors are on pace to lodge 6,716 or was at a loss knowing how to deal with
arbitration cases against brokerages this year, painstakingly organized terrorist attacks, now calls for
topping the 6,058 of 1995, the year after the “exterminating” previously unseen assailants by
m a r k e t s l i p p e d , a c c o r d i n g t o t h e N a t i o n a l “ending states who sponsor terrorism”, in the words
of Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz.
Association of Securities Dealers.
But investors this year also are targeting trends Henry Kissinger argues (Los Angeles Times, 9/14) that
and issues that gained considerable attention during alleged terrorist networks must be uprooted wherever
they exist. Former Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu
the market boom of the late 1990s.
Of this year’s lawsuits, 143 are aimed at Wall Street writes an article entitled “Dismantle Terrorist
brokerage firms for alleged infractions in the IPO market. Supporting Regimes” (Jerusalem Post, 9/14). And to
Several high-profile lawsuits have been filed recently raise the level of international intimidation a notch, we
against individual stock analysts, alleging that their advice have R.W. Apple, Jr. in the Washington Post (9/14):
“In this new kind [of] war... there are no
was tainted by financial conflicts of interest.
James Spellman, spokesman for the Securities neutral states or geographical confines. Us or
Industry Association, Wall Street’s main trade them. You are either with us or against us.”
Initially, a mix of countries was threatened as sogroup, defended the investment companies.
“When the Internet bubble burst, it caused a lot of called ‘states supporting terrorism’, who are not with us
people to look for a scapegoat,” he said. “But and therefore against us: Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, North
investors have a responsibility to understand what Korea, Sudan and Syria. Although differing in most
respects, especially political ideology, they are alike three
they’re investing in and what the risks might be.”
[JR: Yes, it is the investor’s responsibility to be ways: They all bear decades of U.S. government
informed before investing in the market. When you hostility; they all have secular governments; they all have
swim with the sharks, you’d better have a cage to no connection to Osama bin Laden.
In, “Give War A Chance” (Philadelphia Inquirer)
protect yourself. How many brokers would honestly
answer their client’s questions about a stock they David Perlmutter warns that if these states do not
are asked to push? Their livelihood comes from the do Washington’s bidding, they must:
“Prepare for the systematic destruction of every
commissions on transactions they make—but they
also receive incentives for every stock their firm power plant, every oil refinery, every pipeline, every
is promoting. The increase in lawsuits and military base, every government office in the entire
litigation hardly reflect the big picture of how country... the complete collapse of their economy
many investors lost everything in the volatile and government for a generation.”
Meanwhile, the countries which collaborated to
NASDAQ market last year. Many believe in the
sales pitches tossed at them by the TV hucksters create the Taliban, training and financing the forces of
of Wall Street and their eager, go-for-it brokers.] Osama bin Laden, and which have never stopped
pouring money into the Taliban, namely Pakistan, close
U.S. allies Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates,
WHY WASHINGTON WANTS AFGHANISTAN
and the United States itself (documentation below)
have not been placed on the “we’ve got to get them”
By Jared Israel, Rick Rozoff & Nico Varkevisser
list. Instead these states are touted as core allies in
[posted 18 September 2001]
the New World War against terrorism.
Raising the pitch, yesterday:
“Does my country really understand that this is
“Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said the
World War III? And if this attack was the Pearl
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U.S. would engage in a ‘multi-headed effort’ to
target terrorist organizations and up to 60 countries
believed to be supporting them.
“The U.S.,” Mr. Rumsfeld told American TV,
“had no choice other than to pursue terrorists and
countries giving them refuge.”
The threats to bomb up to a third of the world’s
countries have scared many people, worldwide. This,
we think, is the intention. It serves two functions.
First, it means that if Washington limits its
aggressive action mainly to attacking Afghanistan,
the world will breathe a sigh of relief.
And we think Washington will mainly attack
Afghanistan—at first. Other immediate violations of
sovereignty, such as the forced use of Pakistan, will be
backup action to support the attack on Afghanistan.
There may also be some state terror, such as increased,
unprovoked bombing of Iraq, as a diversion. But the
main immediate focus will, we think, be Afghanistan.
Second, this scare tactic is meant to divert
attention from Washington’s real strategy, far more
dangerous than the threat to bomb many states.
Washington wants to take over Afghanistan in order
to speed up the fulfillment of its strategy of
pulverizing the former Soviet Republics in the same
way that Washington has been pulverizing the former
Yugoslavia. This poses the gravest risks to mankind.
WHAT DOES WASHINGTON WANT WITH
IMPOVERISHED AFGHANISTAN?
To answer this question, look at any map of
Europe and Asia. Consider the immense spread of
the former Soviet Union, particularly Russia.
European Russia is 1,747,112 square miles. That’s
between a third and half the landmass of all Europe.
Add the Asian part of Russia and you get 6,592,800 sq.
mi. That’s equal to most of the U.S. and China
combined. More than half of Africa.
Russia borders Finland on the far West. It
borders Turkey and the Balkans on the south. It
extends to the edge of Asia in the Far East. It is
the rooftop of Mongolia and China.
Not only is Russia spectacularly large, with
incalculable wealth, mostly untapped, but it is the
only world class nuclear power besides the U.S.
Contrary to popular opinion, Russia’s military might
has not been destroyed; indeed, it is arguably
stronger, in relation to the U.S., than during the
early period of the Cold War. It has the most
sophisticated submarine technology in the world.
If the U.S. can break up Russia and the other
former Soviet Republics into weak territories, dominated
by NATO, Washington would have a free hand.
Despite talk of Russia and the U.S. working
together, this remains the thrust of U.S. policy. (3)
Afghanistan is strategically placed, not only bordering
Iran, India and even, for a small stretch, China (!) but
most important, sharing borders and a common religion
with the Central Asian Republics of the former Soviet
Union (SU), Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan.
These in turn border Kazakhstan, which borders Russia.
Central Asia is strategic not only for oil, as we
are often told, but more important for position.
Were Washington to take control of these
Republics, NATO would have military bases in the
following key areas: the Baltic region; the Balkans
and Turkey; and these Republics. This would
constitute a noose around Russia’s neck.
Add to that Washington’s effective domination of the
former Soviet Republics of Azerbaijan and Georgia, in the

south, and the U.S. would be positioned to launch
externally instigated ‘rebellions’ all over Russia. NATO,
whose current doctrine allows it to intervene in states on
its periphery, could then initiate “low intensity wars”
including the use of tactical nuclear weapons, also
officially endorsed by current NATO doctrine, in
‘response’ to myriad ‘humanitarian abuses’.
It is ironic that Washington claims it must return
to Afghanistan to fight Islamist terrorism, because it
was precisely in its effort to destroy Russian power
that Washington first created the Islamist terrorist
apparatus in Afghanistan, during the ’80s.
This was not, as some say, rewriting history, a
matter of aiding rebels against Russian expansionism.
Whatever one thinks about the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan, it was in fact conceived as a defensive
action to preserve, not alter, the world balance of power.
It was the United States which took covert action to
‘encourage’ Russian intervention, with the goal of turning
the conservative rural Afghan tribesmen into a force to
drain the Soviet Union. This is admitted by Zbigniew
Brzezinski, the key National Security chief at the time.
Consider excerpts from two newspaper reports.
First the N.Y. Times:
“The Afghan resistance was backed by the
intelligence services of the United States and Saudi
Arabia with nearly $6 billion worth of weapons.
And the territory targeted last week [this was published
after the August, 1998 U.S. missile attack on
Afghanistan], a set of six encampments around Khost,
where the Saudi exile Osama bin Laden has
financed a kind of ‘terrorist university’, in the
words of a senior United States intelligence official,
is well known to the Central Intelligence Agency.
“... some of the same warriors who fought the
Soviets with the CIA’s help are now fighting under
Mr. bin Laden’s banner.... (NY Times, 24 August
1998 pages A1 & A7)
And this from the London Independent:
“The Afghan Civil War was under way, and
America was in it from the start—or even before
the start, if [former National Security Adviser, and
currently top foreign policy strategist Zbigniew]
Brzezinski himself is to be believed.
“‘We didn’t push the Russians to intervene,’ he
told an interviewer in 1998, ‘but we consciously
increased the probability that they would do so.
This secret operation was an excellent idea. Its
effect was to draw the Russians into the Afghan
trap. You want me to regret that?’
“The long-term effect of the American
intervention from cold-warrior Brzezinski’s
perspective was 10 years later to bring the Soviet
Union to its knees. But there were other effects, too.
“To keep the war going, the CIA, in cahoots with
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan’s military intelligence agency
ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence Directorate), funneled
millions and millions of dollars to the Mujahedeen. It
was the remotest and the safest form of warfare: The
U.S. (and Saudi Arabia) provided funds, and America also
a very limited amount of training. They also provided the
Stinger missiles that ultimately changed the face of the war.
“Pakistan’s ISI did everything else: training, equipping,
motivating, and advising. And they did the job with
panache: Pakistan’s military ruler at the time, General Zia
ul Haq, who himself held strong fundamentalist leanings,
threw himself into the task with a passion.” (The
Independent (London) 17 September 2001)
Right up to the present, U.S. ally Saudi Arabia has
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been perhaps the key force in maintaining the Taliban.
But the U.S. has helped directly, as well. Despite the
Taliban’s monstrous record of humanitarian abuse:
“The Bush administration has not been
deterred. Last week it pledged another $43 million
in assistance to Afghanistan, raising total aid this
year to $124 million and making the United States
the largest humanitarian donor to the country.”
Why have the U.S. and its allies continued—up to
now—to fund the Taliban? And why nevertheless is the
U.S. now moving to attack its monstrous creation?
It is our conviction, and that of many observers
from the region in question, that Washington ordered
Saudi Arabia and Pakistan to fund the Taliban so the
Taliban could do a job: consolidate control over
Afghanistan and from there move to destabilize the
formerly Soviet Central Asian Republics on its borders.
But the Taliban has failed. It has not defeated the
Russian-backed Northern Alliance. Instead of subverting
Central Asia in businesslike fashion, it has indulged in
blowing up statues of Buddha and terrorizing people who
deviate from the most regressive interpretation of Islam.
At the same time, Russia has been moving in the
‘wrong’ direction. The completely controllable Yeltsin
has been replaced with President Putin, who partially
resists the U.S., for example, putting down the CIAbacked takeover of Chechnya by Islamist terrorists,
linked to Afghanistan. Worse, China and Russia have
signed a mutual defense pact. And despite immense
European/U.S. pressure, Russian President Putin
refused to condemn Belarussian President Lukashenko
who, like the jailed but unbroken Yugoslav President
Milosevic, calls for standing up to NATO.
It is this unfavorable series of developments
that has caused Washington to increase its reliance
on Washington’s all-time favorite tactic: extreme
brinkmanship.
Thus, on the very eve of recent Belarussian
presidential elections:
“[Ambassador to Belarus Michael Kozak wrote
to a British newspaper that] America’s ‘objective
and to some degree methodology are the same’ in
Belarus as in Nicaragua, where the U.S. backed the
Contras against the left-wing Sandinista
Government in a war that claimed at least 30,000
lives.” (The Times (UK), 3 September 2001.) (4)
As you may recall, the Contras were a U.S.-financed
terrorist outfit that specialized in attacking farming villages
and slaughtering supporters of the left-wing
nationalist Sandinista government in Nicaragua.
Just as a few weeks ago, U.S. Ambassador Kozak
openly advocated a policy of state terror against the
former Soviet Republic of Belarus in the Baltic area—for
no phrase other than ‘state terror’ can describe the U.S.
sponsorship of the Contras in Nicaragua—Washington
has decided to intervene directly in strategic Afghanistan,
set smack in the middle of Asia and positioned so
as to complete a three-pronged encirclement of
Russia: Central Asia, the Balkans and the Baltic.
Washington has cynically used the mass slaughter at
the World Trade Center and the lesser attack on the
Pentagon to rally its NATO forces, invoking Article Five
of NATO’s charter, under which all members of NATO
must respond to an attack on any one, with the goal of
a) putting together a “peacekeeping force” for
Afghanistan b) launching air and possibly ground attacks
c) eliminating the obstinate and incompetent leadership of
the Taliban and d) taking direct control through the
creation of a U.S.-dominated NATO military presence.
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when she forecast an August escalation of the U.S.centered financial and economic crash could be triggered
by policy decisions adopted by the Russian government
on gold and currency. The setting is an international
confluence of debt defaults, corporate losses, layoffs,
tumbling stock indexes, and rumored hedge-fund
catastrophes, which only the self-deluded could fail to
recognize as a global systemic crisis.
The Russian actions have a twofold effect. On
the strategic policy level, Russia is a heavyweight
among nations inclined to seek new, more stable
economic arrangements, likely including the
remonetization of gold, in place of the now-imploding
post-1971 world monetary system. Moreover, at a
time when masses of implicitly worthless financial
paper are piled high into every nook and cranny of the
planet, major financial players’ sensitivity to sudden
Russian moves in the domain of gold and raw materials
is high, as was plain when Russia abuptly suspended the
export and import of precious metals on Aug. 25.
Think of the potential of “a Russian fuse, burning on
the global paper H-bomb”, recommends EIR Founder and
Contributing Editor Lyndon LaRouche, and you’ll begin
to grasp the potential dimensions of the events reported
here. Or, as LaRouche remarked about the positive side
of this potential, look at the Russian moves toward
replacement of the dollar standard of recent decades, and
realize that their impact can be comparable with that of
the Dec. 7, 1941 events at Pearl Harbor. The escalating
implications of Russia’s reintroduction of the gold
chervonets coin, and related policies, can be understood
only in the context of LaRouche’s own work in creating
the conditions for a new monetary system, employing the
sound principles of the original Bretton Woods system.
De-Dollarization
Russian Central Bank Chairman Viktor
Gerashchenko’s decree, making the gold chervonets and
silver “Sable” coins legal tender, was signed June 18 and
went into effect on July 3. Kommersant-daily
immediately dubbed the chervonets “Russia’s alternative
to the dollar”. The daily Nezavisimaya Gazeta headlined,
“Central Bank Attacks the Dollar with the Chervonets”,
explaining that the coin will not be valued at its face
value of 10 rubles or strictly according to its gold
content of 7.742 grams, but will be subject to a
regular price-fixing by the Central Bank, based on the
price of gold on the London exchange, the ruble
exchange rate of the dollar, and “the interests of the
Central Bank itself, and of the retail network”. The first
gold coins were to be received by commercial banks,
authorized to conduct sales and purchases of chervontsy.
Interviewed by Nezavisimaya about the Bank of
Russia move, senior liberal reformer Yevgeni Yasin
said that he thought that “the gold chervontsy will
not be used as a medium of exchange, but will be
a means for savings and accumulation”.
By the end of August, branches of the state-owned
Sberbank in several regions of Russia had begun to sell
chervontsy, acquired by them in the 1970s and 1980s
when ten tons of the coins were minted as prospective
souvenirs of the 1980 Moscow Olympic Games. On
Aug. 23, the monthly supplement of Kommersant devoted
its front-page feature to Yelena Kiselyova’s write-up of
WILL RUSSIA LIGHT THE FUSE ON WORLD DEBT? the highly liquid and tax-exempt chervonets, and its
prospects for becoming popular. When the Central Bank
By Rachel Douglas, Executive Intelligence Review, 9/7/01 makes the official price-fixing, she reported, it will likely
be in the range of 2,000 rubles (nearly $70 at the current
Something like the “explosion of the universe”, exchange rate). “Such investments will be profitable only
projected by Russian economist Tatyana Koryagina, in the event that world gold prices rise. But, that will
Some argue that NATO would be crazy to try to
pacify Afghanistan. They say the British failed to do it
in the 1800s, and the Russians failed in the 1980s.
But Washington does not need or intend to pacify
Afghanistan. It needs to create a military presence
sufficient to organize and direct indigenous forces to
penetrate the Central Asian republics and instigate
armed conflict, to (as we shall hear groups like
Human Rights Watch saying soon enough) “free
victims of humanitarian abuses from the oppressive
hand of soviet style governments”, etc.
Rather than trying to defeat the Taliban,
Washington will make the Taliban an offer they
cannot refuse: fight the U.S., and die, or join it,
getting plenty of money and guns, plus a free hand to
handle the drug trade, just as the U.S. has permitted the
KLA to make a fortune from drugs in the Balkans. (5)
This would duplicate what Washington did in
Kosovo, training and consolidating a Kosovo Liberation
Army-type terrorist force, in this case out of elements of
the Taliban and others, and directing this army against
the former Soviet Central Asian Republics, just as it has
directed the KLA against Macedonia. At the same time
it could increase its offers of military assistance to these
same Republics, thus penetrating the region on both sides
of conflict in fact instigated by Washington,
simultaneously attacking and defending Central Asia—
precisely as it has done in Macedonia. The goal:
decimated, NATO-dominated territories in place of
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. (6)
This strategy cannot be sold to the American
people. We repeat: it cannot be sold.
It is for that reason, that the Bush administration is
using the tragic nightmare of murder in New York,
which itself occurred under circumstances suggesting
the complicity of American covert forces, to create an
international hysteria in order to drag NATO into the
strategic occupation of Afghanistan and an intensified
assault on the former Soviet Union. (7)
Before anyone sighs with relief, thinking, “Thank
God this is all that’s happening,” consider that apart form
the violation of national sovereignty and many other very
negative aspects of Washington’s plans, the attack on
Afghanistan brings NATO to Russia’s Central Asian
doorstep. This is a strategic escalation of conflict,
moving us all much closer—nobody knows how
much closer and nobody knows how fast things
will escalate—to worldwide nuclear war.
Will Washington get away with it? Washington, and
the giant capitalists who control it, obviously think Russia
will let itself be destroyed. But then, as the Greeks say,
“Pride is followed by self-destruction.”
The Russians are very deceptive. They try to avoid
a fight. But as Mr. Hitler discovered, when they are
pushed to the wall, they fight with the ferocity of lions.
And they have tens of thousands of nuclear weapons.
Thus Washington is playing with the possibility
of a war which would make the horror that
occurred last Tuesday at the World Trade Center,
or even the much larger-scale horror of NATO’s
terror-bombing of Yugoslavia, look like minor
incidents. (8)—Emperor’s Clothes
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apparently happen soon, in view of the crisis tendencies
on global financial markets, and pessimistic forecasts
about the U.S. dollar,” concluded Kiselyova.
The Russian government has moved also in other
ways, to soak up a portion of the $100 billion-some,
circulating as dollar cash inside Russia. An article called
“Bush’s Nightmare”, by Georgi Osipov in Izvestia of
Aug. 27, declared that “Russian monetary authorities
seem to have started the de-dollarization of the
economy”, by encouraging Russian banks to replace the
dollar in financial operations. During the first five
months of this year, Russian banks’ ruble-denominated
lending increased by 23.7%, while foreign-currencydenominated lending rose only 15.1%. The share of
loans denominated in foreign currencies, declined from
38.5% to 36.8%. Some of the loans are denominated
in rubles, but repayments are due in dollars, a
process that pulls the dollars from circulation.
Sberbank, meanwhile, is allowing customers to
open euro accounts in the European “single currency”,
the euro, and to convert their dollar accounts to
euro accounts in a matter of two minutes.
Izvestia’s Osipov recalled that the dollar achieved its
recent world status after being separated from gold—the
abandonment of “a basic principle of the Bretton Woods
conference”. Since then, since 1971, “our green friend”
has been “based upon trust in God, as is written on
the notes, as well as on the belief in the development
of the U.S. economy. But prospects for this are now
highly dubious,” wrote the Russian journalist.
Nations Look to Gold
The Russian chervonets has its roots in Count Sergei
Witte’s gold-backed ruble policy of the 1890s and Soviet
Foreign Minister Georgi Chicherin’s 1922-24 gold
chervonets, of which today’s coin is a replica. Each of
those precedents was associated with a battle for
Russian economic development, against the
preferences of London-centered international finance.
The more recent history of the chervonets revival may
be dated from late 1998, after Russia’s default on
GKO government bonds and the devaluation of the
ruble. It should be viewed in tandem with shifting
Russian evaluations of global economic conditions and
their implications for who has political clout.
During the eight-month tenure of Yevgeni
Primakov as Russian premier, various maverick
economists proposed an international role for the
ruble, and for gold. Proposals circulated at that time
included Monya Kantov’s “The Ruble as a World
Reserve Currency”, and Artur Sazonov’s plan for a
“gold-backed ruble”, linked to the euro.
Upon election as President of Russia in June 2000,
Vladimir Putin announced that he would seek economic
policies that were consistent with national security. While
far from firing every monetarist on his team, Putin
instituted a new State Council that Autumn, which
marked an institutional shift from the hegemony of the
“radical liberals” under Boris Yeltsin. Putin began to
draw on the expertise of economists like Dr. Sergei
Glazyev and Academician Dmitri Lvov, who previously
were strictly opposition figures. They contributed to the
so-called Ishayev Report (see EIR, March 2, 2001),
commissioned by Putin as a formulation of national
development strategies, alternative to the one
drafted by the liberal Minister of Trade and
Economic Development German Gref.
Also during the second half of 2000, a group
working under Yuri Maslyukov began to investigate the
weakness of the U.S. dollar as a world reserve currency.
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Maslyukov had been first deputy premier under
Primakov, and now heads the State Duma Committee on
Industry, Construction, and Science-Intensive
Technologies. Two members of his circle, Oleg
Grigoryev and Mikhail Khazin, produced and published a
celebrated forecast of U.S. financial disintegration,
due to the demise of the so-called New Economy
(EIR, Aug. 20, 2000). In May 2001, Maslyukov’s
committee published a book in Russian, The Collapse of
the World Dollar System: Near-Term Prospects.
On March 6-7, 2001, LaRouche’s associate Jonathan
Tennenbaum was a featured speaker at a conference on
“The Threat of a Crisis of Global Reserve Currencies”,
held near Moscow, also addressed by several
contributors to the Maslyukov book. Two months later,
on May 15, Tennenbaum took part in another Moscow
seminar on the global financial crisis, held in the
Diplomatic Chamber of the Kremlin Palace in Moscow.
The future role of the euro currency, and potentially even
of a gold-based Chinese yuan, as alternative reserve
currencies in the context of a threatened crash of the
dollar, was discussed by several Russian speakers,
including an expert from the Central Mathematical
Economics Institute. At that time, it was indicated that
Russian investors had already begun a quiet
diversification out of the dollar, into other currencies as
well as hard physical assets. The Malaysian Ambassador
to Russia also addressed the seminar, speaking of his
country’s experience in adopting capital controls and
reasserting national economic sovereignty against the
dictates of the International Monetary Fund.
Lyndon LaRouche presented his policy for the
institution of a New Bretton Woods system, as the guest
of State Duma Committee on Economy Policy Chairman
Sergei Glazyev, first at a June 28 press conference in
Moscow, and then at Duma hearings the next day.
At both events, speakers Glazyev and Dmitri
Mityayev, head of the Center for Systemic
Forecasting, called for the diversification of Russian gold
and currency reserves, to de-emphasize the dollar.
IMF Is ‘Concerned’
Indeed, according to an article by Armen Munayan
in the Aug. 20 issue of the Russian weekly Ekspert, the
gold reserves of the Bank of Russia have increased by
48 tons in the past nine months. Finance Minister
Aleksei Kudrin stated Aug. 17 that during approximately
the same period, since the beginning of 2001, total
Russian gold and currency reserves have risen
from $28 billion to $37 billion. Their composition
has changed, in favor of gold; Ekspert specified
that “the long-term tendency for the share of gold
in the gold and currency reserves to fall”, has now
been reversed. Munayan wrote that this development
was of concern to the International Monetary Fund,
because “no other country in the world has registered
such a steep increase of its gold reserves”.
The Ekspert article went on to discuss the potential
strategic weight of the gold holdings of a number of
nations: “The increase in Russia’s reserves of ‘the yellow
metal’ is cause for concern in certain circles of the
‘gold’ community. The reason is that Russia, with
its 391 tons of reserve gold, along with China
(which has approximately the same quantity of the
precious metal) is among the countries, whose
intentions regarding the use of gold are unclear.”
On July 17, Malaysia became the 12th country in the
world to issue gold coins. Bank Negara, the national
bank, issued the Kijang Emas Gold Bullion Coin in 1 oz.,
@c4 oz., and ½ oz. sizes, valued according to the

international market price of gold. Bank Negara
promoted the coin as an investment safe from
inflation. In Kazakstan, press articles appearing in
August called for a buildup of the nation’s gold
reserves. Kazakhstanskaya Pravda editorialized, “The
higher the gold reserve is, the higher is the authority
of the state, and the harder is the national currency.”
The prime ministers of China and of Malaysia
will visit Moscow during September.
What do these economists and leaders of state in
Russia, Kazakstan, or Malaysia know, that citizens and
politicians in the United States or Western Europe don’t
know? In a July 12 interview with Pravda, elaborating
her forecast of the U.S. and worldwide crash, Tatyana
Koryagina said, “I am closely watching the measures
taken by the President and the Central Bank. From the
standpoint of pre-crisis measures, they are acting
properly. It is possible that after Aug. 19 [the date
Koryagina named as a time frame for the next crisis
phase], the ruble may become a rather good currency.”
Precious Metals Frozen
The latest drama of Russian gold and precious
metals unfolded on Aug. 25, when the State Customs
Committee froze all import and export operations with
these commodities, except for those covered by certain
long-term contracts. The pretext for the action was the
scheduled implementation on that day, Presidential decree
dated June 21, by which Putin allowed preciousmetals producers to export them directly (instead of
through commercial banks)—but also centralized the
licensing and regulation of all such exports, under the
State Assay Chamber attached to the Ministry of
Finance. Since the Ministry of Finance had not
prepared the new documentation by Aug. 25, the
same decree required the State Customs Committee
to refuse passage for the commodities.
The Presidential decree also ordered the Russian
government to coordinate its implementation with
Russia’s customs union partners—Belarus, Kazakstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. The coordination of
monetary and gold policies was reportedly discussed
by Putin and the leaders of these countries, at the
informal Commonwealth of Independent States summit
in Sochi, held Aug. 1-3. (The Russian Union of Gold
producers claims that commercial banks have lately
shifted up to 90% of Russian gold exports into the
shadow economic sector, funnelling them through
cutouts in the customs union countries in order to evade
the Russian Federation’s 5% export tax on gold.)
Ministry of Finance sources quoted in the Russian
media shrugged off the Aug. 25 import-export
suspension as a bureaucratic snafu; but for certain, every
decision affecting the movement or accumulation of
Russian gold and precious metal resources, is a point of
intense political strife in Russia. Any leadership
impulse to act in the national interest, tends to come
into conflict with Russian raw materials operators—
who made criminal fortunes during the 1990s
“reforms”—and their international partners and patrons
who look at Russia as a source of loot, and who fear
its actions in the direction of a New Bretton Woods.
It remains unconfirmed at this writing, whether
Russian metals and gems trade will be resumed by Aug.
31, by Sept. 10, or perhaps in February or later, and on
different terms. In the meantime, Pavel Loginov of the
gold-exporting Rosbank complained to the Moscow
Times, his bank and other private gold-market operators
can only sell their gold to the Central Bank, not to
their more lucrative commercial partners.
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THE NEW WAR-LD ORDER—
AMERICA’S NEW WAR

By Richard Sauder, Ph.D., sauderzone.com, 9/16/01
The Samizdat Chronicles, Part II
I suppose it was inevitable that the New World
Order would turn out to actually be the “New Warld Order”. And that George Bush, Jr. would
promote himself to be War-ld Leader.
Lord help us.
I want to underscore at the outset that it goes
without saying that the assault on the World Trade
Center was horrific. As I watched the plane slam into
the tower, people jumping to their death from hundreds
of feet up, and then both of the towers crumbling,
I found myself saying, “How bizarre.” And then,
“My God. Thousands of people just died.” I was
rendered speechless. The event was so far out of my
experience that I watched it in numb disbelief.
The numbness persists. But in this novocaine-like
numbness several thoughts have kept coming to the fore
of my mind. Let me set them out for you. I ask that
you reflect on them soberly. I believe you may see some
truth in what I say—perhaps a great deal more truth than
in the so-called “official” pronouncements you hear and
see in the major news media outlets these last few days.
1) This was an extremely sophisticated operation.
More than one observer has mentioned its almost military
efficiency—as if it had the backing of a well-oiled
intelligence machine behind it. My question: Was a welloiled intelligence machine behind it? Are we seeing a
massive intelligence operation, with considerable
resources behind it? Are we really to believe that one
man in a turban on the other side of the planet is the
major driving force behind this? Or might the source of
this very sophisticated conspiracy lie much closer to
home, right in the United States itself? As I recall, bin
Laden got his start as an indirect (or was it direct?) CIAasset, as a mujahadin warrior fighting against the Soviet
Army during their abortive 10-year invasion of
Afghanistan. Question: Is bin Laden still a CIA-asset
today? Does the CIA use him and his followers as a
mercenary force on “cut-out” operations where they need
“plausible deniability”? Like say, for a massive, stagedfor-TV terrorist operation on American soil? Don’t lash
out at me for posing the question. THINK.
2) I have read that the plane that struck the
Pentagon first flew toward/near/over the White House,
before veering away and over the Potomac to the
Pentagon. The White House has defenses for
PRECISELY this type of event. Why were they not
activated? Was the plane expected? Or did it receive
other, um, flight instructions en route? THINK.
3) The White House issued a statement saying that
there was “credible evidence” that the hijackers had
access to secret codes and information concerning the
presidential jet, Air Force One, such that George Bush,
Jr. fled first to Louisiana and then to Nebraska, before
returning to Washington, D.C. at the end of the day. If
this statement is true, then that presupposes that this
attack may have roots that extend into the most secret
levels of the Executive branch of the United States
government. Those codes are very closely held. I don’t
have them and neither do you. Yet we have been led to
believe by the Bush White House that the hijackers
somehow may have had them. How is this possible?
Could the conspiracy extend into the Federal
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Government itself? (It occurs to me that the White
House’s assertion that the hijackers had access to TOP
SECRET codes might also be false, in order to make
George Jr.’s day on the run appear less, shall we say,
cowardly, and more, er, presidential. If so, that
would then call the truthfulness of other statements
and pronouncements made that same day into
question. So—we are ineluctably faced either with
deceit and lies by the White House, or with a conspiracy
that may reach very deep indeed into the United States
government itself—or maybe both!) THINK.
4) Are we looking at some kind of coup d’etat in
progress? Look at the two major targets that were hit:
the nerve center of the American military (The Pentagon)
and the nerve center of the American economy (Lower
Manhattan). You know, in many other countries, if the
national military headquarters and major financial centers
were massively bombed at the same time, it would be
instantly understood that there was possibly a coup d’etat
underway, with rival factions within the military and the
business elite vying for control. But not in the U.S.A.
Nope. This is the land of the “lone-nut-conspiracy”.
Where any complex matter, no matter how intricate and
sophisticated it may be gets reduced to “one lone nut”.
It usually takes only a matter of hours. And, yep,
sure enough: one lone nut. Osama bin Laden. But
not just any lone nut, this bin Laden character. No,
he happens to have had indirect (or were/are they
direct?) ties to the CIA. Hmmm. Let’s see, Lee
Harvey Oswald also had ties to the CIA. You don’t
suppose that could just be a coincidence, now do you?
5) One day when I was doing my graduate studies
one of my professors who worked for the CIA told me,
“Earlier in my career, I used to help overthrow
governments.” I am sure he told the truth. This is what
the CIA has been doing for decades. In Guatemala,
Iran, Chile—the list continues. You know how the old
saying goes: “Practice makes perfect.” THINK.
6) Usually when a coup d’etat (or attempted coup
d’etat) occurs, you will see certain kinds of actions take
place. Daily life will be disrupted. There will be troops
and armored personnel carriers in the Capital city
immediately afterward. This happened in Washington,
D.C. There will be a security crackdown with increased
police surveillance and arbitrary arrest and detention.
Sure enough, just yesterday, I read that the FBI has
increased its surveillance of the Internet, and that the
U.S. Senate has voted to increase federal telephonetapping authority. Also, the news has been full of stories
of people being arrested and detained here and there
around the country—usually men of Middle Eastern,
Muslim or Arab ancestry or origin. There will also be
restrictions on free movement. We also have seen
this in the present confusion, with restrictions on air
travel and the searches and arrest of passengers on
Amtrak. All of this is done in the name of greater
security and safety. But what if the foxes are
within the flock—and not without? What is
occurring has a very strange feel to it. THINK.
7) Everywhere I go I see flags. I read of a
crowd of workers at the World Trade Center
spontaneously chanting “USA, USA, USA, USA” in
unison when Bush visited. And I thought: This Bush
man will lead these Unthinking American Sheeple
to their uncomprehending deaths. And most
astonishingly of all: In their thousands they will
go willingly, never understanding how they are
manipulated and led to the slaughter.
8) It reminds me that one of the techniques the CIA-

mind controllers used in the MK-Ultra mind-control
program was called “psychic driving”. It turns out that
if you induce massive emotional trauma into the human
psyche that it makes it highly suggestible and mentally
programmable. That is, you shatter the normal psyche
with emotional trauma and—while it is in a vulnerable,
shattered condition—you insert the new mental program
you want the person to embody and carry out. When
the psyche recovers from the trauma—when the psyche
establishes a new emotional equilibrium—it is, however,
radically changed: It has incorporated the new thoughts,
the new way of thinking and acting that the mind
controller presented to it when it was shattered. When
it reconstitutes itself it incorporates the mind-control
program as part of its emotional/psychological/mental
constitution. I suggest that we are seeing a massive
mind-control operation to insert a WAR program into
the hearts and souls of Americans and as much of the
rest of the world as possible. THINK.
9) For all of the foregoing reasons and more, I want
to say just as plainly and publicly as I can that I am
OPPOSED to this coming war. It cannot possibly have
a good result. To avenge 5,000 victims (or 20,000?)
America may very well kill even more, perhaps a great
deal more—many of whom will be just as innocent as
the victims of last week’s attacks. I have read that the
Pentagon will employ its entire arsenal in the coming
conflict. That is sobering. That would include
everything, up to and including, nuclear weapons. If the
U.S.A. uses nuclear weapons, can anyone reading this
doubt that those against whom they are used will strike
back in return? And if an American city is nuked—what
then? Does the Pentagon then nuke back in return? And
if so, do those who are nuked, nuke America yet again?
And so forth. Where would it end? THINK.
10) I am deeply troubled by the anti-Arab, antiMuslim hysteria of recent days. I have read of attacks
against mosques and harassment of Arabs and Muslims
in the streets. Remember the NAZIs’ Kristallnacht?
Where the German people went on a rampage against
Jews and their synagogues in the run-up to World War
II? Must we behave like the NAZIs did? I would
suggest that such behavior is profoundly un-American.
Let me say that over the years I have known several
Arabs and Muslims. They were my friends and
associates, and I liked them. I even studied Arabic for
one year. I submit that we need greater understanding
of the Arabic and Muslim worlds—not less. Perhaps if
we understood more, we would hate less.
11) Chickens coming home to roost. See Point 5
above. The CIA and the Pentagon have violently
intervened, directly and indirectly, all over the world, time
and time again. The aggregate civilian casualties run to
the MILLIONS. Here is just a partial list: Guatemala,
Panama, Chile, Colombia, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Haiti,
Grenada, Cuba, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Iraq, Iran,
Lebanon, Libya, Somalia, Angola, Liberia, Serbia,
Kosovo—and the list keeps on going and going. If
America thought it could just send in the Marines,
send in the CIA-covert operations guys and assassination
teams and stomp on the peasantry here—and there
and everywhere—and no one would ever strike
back; well, that simple-minded delusion may have
just ended with a very big bang in New York.
12) And would the CIA and others—like the ultrarich Bush family and its Big Oil cronies and World
Bank friends, who want to impose a fascist global
order—play off violent factions in the Arab and
Muslim world against the civilian population in
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America in order to annihilate the first, while further
enslaving the second? DUH!—Do yah think maybe?
13) Enslaving the population of America. In the
headlines recently: A) Increased telephone wire-tapping
by the FBI. B) Increased surveillance of the Internet and
e-mail by the FBI’s CARNIVORE program. C)
Prominent arrests and detentions of travelers on trains
and planes—some are released; others are held. Will you
be next? Are you sure about that? D) Politicians talking
about giving up some of the freedoms we have become
used to in order to have greater security—presumably
things like the 4th Amendment—the right to be
secure from police intrusion, harassment and
surveillance within the sphere of our personal lives
and homes? E) Increased use of biometric
identification by banks, airports and government
bureaucracies—retina scans, palm print scans,
digitized photo data banks used by crowd-scanning
cameras. F) Massive surveillance of global electronic
communications by the NSA’s ECHELON program.
Right. Society itself is now a huge open-air
prison—and we are all inmates in the “Federal
Penitentiary”. Don’t lash out at me for stating the
plain facts. Just please THINK.
In conclusion:
I listened to George Bush, Jr. on the radio. He talked
about “ridding the world of evil”. And in the instant that
he said those words I understood the depths of the
danger that we all face, because I understood that this
man has a huge messiah complex. He has a classic “big
man-little man” psychological profile and he’s out to save
the world from “evil”. And that is dangerous, very
dangerous indeed. Because he and other political and
military figures have plainly said that they will unleash the
massive force of the Pentagon’s huge arsenal in a global
campaign against terrorism that will be wide-ranging and
long-term. The better to defend America’s cherished
“freedom” and protect America against further harm.
The war will be prosecuted relentlessly, at home
and abroad. Who precisely are the “enemies”?
Well, we haven’t exactly been told that just yet.
But “they” are out there and also right “here” in
America!—dangerous, amorphous, hard to identify,
slippery, cunning. Perhaps even your next door
neighbor! Gasp! (Will the federal cops start kicking in
doors at 3:00am like the Gestapo used to do during
the Third Reich—to apprehend alleged “enemies” of
the state in their pajamas?) So the U.S. government
has made something like a declaration of war—
open-ended, ongoing, with an initial $40 billion
slush fund to wage it. And the war has already
started—there is already an adversary, even if no one
can yet say with precision just who the “enemy” is.
I believe there is every possibility that in George
Bush, Jr.’s crusade to “rid the world of evil” that he just
may end up unleashing even more evil, both overseas
and in the United States of America. So I am
OPPOSED to this “New War-ld Order”.
Finally, there is the piddling little matter that when
“Jr.” was faced with his first Presidential crisis his first
instinct was to run and run... as fast and as far as his
official airplane could carry him... he ran first to
Louisiana... and then he ran some more to Nebraska...
and then he came slinking home at the end of the day.
Translation: When the sloppy stuff hits the fan, he
and other (so-called) “leaders” will scurry to their
underground bunkers and surround themselves with
their Praetorian guards and leave you to face the
violence all alone with your bare hands. Your (so-
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COUNTDOWN TO ARMAGEDDON:
called) government hard at work.
A YIDDISHE MEDINA
Please THINK.—dr_samizdat@hotmail.com
[MM: Visit Dr. Sauder’s Website (http://
By Israel Shamir, shamir@home.se, 9/20/01
www.sauderzone.com) for book-ordering info.
He’s considered an expert on underground/
The great slaughter of innocents is imminent. Very
underwater tunnels/bases—and his books
soon, hundreds of thousands, if not millions of our
have been recommended by GCH.]
brothers by Adam and Eve will be strafed, napalmed, and
nuked. Boys and girls, unborn babes and old men will
ISRAELI MOSSAD LINKS TO
be brought to the altar of Vengeance and ritually
WORLD TRADE CENTER ATTACK
slaughtered by the High Priest of that God, President
George W. Bush. The time is aptly chosen, and it is
From Stern.Intel, Rense.com, 9/17/01
hardly a coincidence. The ten days after Rosh Hashanah,
[Note: This has not been confirmed but is in net the Jewish New Year, are called the Days of Trepidation,
circulation. There is a deluge of stories and reports on all the way to the tenth day, Yom HaDin, the Doomsday.
President Bush called his enterprise, Crusade. This
the net and in the media which cite unidentified
‘intelligence sources’ or ‘military intelligence sources’ title invokes in our memory the dour knights of Aquitaine
and so forth. Some is disinformation, some is reality, and pious Frankish warriors, who took Cross and with
the name of Our Lady on their lips ventured into a long
and some is a mixture of both.—ed.]
and hard pilgrimage. Reality was worse. The Crusade
A U.S. military intelligence source revealed was a Western Jihad and it caused a lot of bloodshed.
details of an internal intelligence memo that The Crusaders were wild and unruly, they sacked the
points to the Israeli Mossad intelligence service most beautiful Christian city on Earth, Constantinople,
having links to the World Trade Center and and they drenched in blood the holy ground of Jerusalem.
Pentagon attacks. The intelligence source, who A Crusader chronicler Radulf of Caen, wrote of his
requested his name be withheld, confirmed the comrades-at-arms, in the Syrian city of Maarra, ‘they
internal U.S. intelligence memo circulated four impaled babies on spits, grilled and devoured them’.
They were rough folk, and still I would like to save the
weeks ago described information that pointed to
name of these killers and cannibals from being
the threat of a covert Israeli operation on U.S.
besmirched by association with G.W. Bush’ Crusade.
soil to turn mass public opinion against
They never went after revenge, this most un-Christian,
Palestinian Arabs via an apparent terrorist attack
even anti-Christian feeling.
on U.S. interests that would give Israel the green
The very essence of Christ’s Gospel was the rejection
light to implement a large-scale military onslaught
of revenge. That was the great difference between the
against the Palestinian Arab population.
Church and the Synagogue, these two sisters born two
The 11 September attack has been described
thousand years ago. This difference is built in, it is the
by experts as being too sophisticated for a lone
inherent most prominent feature of the gap between the
terrorist group to execute.
two faiths: While Christians are called to pray for their
“This attack required a high level of military
enemies, Jews dream of vengeance.
precision and the resources of an advanced intelligence
In the intended ideological confusion of last century,
agency. In addition, the attackers would have needed Christians are taught to think that the Jews wait for
to be extremely familiar with both Air Force One flight Messiah who is Christ. Christianity teaches that He
operations, civil airline flight paths and aerial assault came and will come again, while Judaism considers the
tactics on sensitive U.S. cities like Washington,” stated Messiah did not come yet, that is all the difference
David Stern an expert on Israeli intelligence operations. according to the teaching of Judeo-Christianity. But reality
“The attacks targeted the Pentagon, World is vastly different: Christ came to save, while Messiah
Trade Center towers, with the White House and Air comes to take revenge. It was proven by the brilliant Israeli
Force One also being targets according to the scholar, Prof. Israel Jacob Yuval of Hebrew University in
FBI. The attacks have certainly turned U.S. his new book, Two Nations In Your Womb [i]. ‘Vengeful
public opinion firmly back in Israel’s favor after salvation’, as Yuval called it, was adopted by the
11 months of Palestinian uprising, heavy criticism European Jews from the old Pharisee sources and
of Israel over war-crimes allegations and racism became the prevailing doctrine of the Synagogue.
by a UN conference in Durban. The attacks
When Dr. Israel Yuval published his insightful book
serve no Arab group or nations interests but their on theology of vengeance in Judaism, it was accepted
timing came in the midst of international with great enthusiasm by his Israeli colleagues, but the
condemnation of Israel for its policy of death-squad American Jewish scholars hated it. Dr. Ezra Fleischer
assassination of Palestinian political and police wrote a vehement critique, concluding it with the words:
figures,” added Stern.
‘it would be better if such a book would not be printed,
If verified, the news of Israel’s involvement in the but if it was printed, it should be sentenced to oblivion’.
U.S. attack will come as no surprise to intelligence
Prof. Yuval quotes many ancient Jewish texts proving
experts. The state of Israel has a long history of covert this point. “In the End of the days (when the Messiah
operations against Western targets with attacks on the comes) God will destroy, kill and exterminate all the
King David Hotel, USS Liberty, murder of a nations but the sons of Israel”, written in the Sefer
Scandinavian UN envoy as well as espionage against Nitzahon Yashan, written by a German Jew in 13th c. A
the U.S. during the Jonathan Pollard case. On liturgical poet Klonimus b. Judah had a vision of ‘God’s
Wednesday the U.S. defense department issued a hands full of Goys’ corpses’. Even more dreadful
warning to its officials to halt the leak of information dreams of blood and destruction precede the first attacks
on the investigation which it says is happening on a on Jews in the end of 11th Century. A hundred years
before the Crusaders’ onslaught on Jews, R. Simon b.
daily basis since the attacks occurred.
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Yitzhak calls on God ‘to take His sword and slaughter the
Gentiles’. In order to hasten the destruction of Gentiles,
the sages of Europe adopted curses against Christians
and Christ, and introduced them into liturgy of Passover,
Doomsday and even the daily prayer.
That is why the decision of President Bush to
embark of the campaign of revenge is not a Christian
act. One could argue that the President and his
administration are manipulated by the Jews, who dream
of vengeance. Not in vain, immediately after Wall Street
was hit by kamikaze, Bibi Nataniyahu said ‘it is very
good for us’[ii]. Not in vain, Ariel Sharon tried to
compare Palestinians to Osama b. Laden. Not in
vain, Israelis demand destruction of Baghdad and
Teheran, of Korea and Sudan, of everybody who is
not taking orders from Tel Aviv or Washington.
A mystic would not call it ‘manipulation’, but would
accept for its face value the arrival of Messiah of
Vengeance in the unlikely figure of G.W. Bush.
The Messiah of Vengeance has actually a different name
in Christian theology. He is called Antichrist.
The Christian theologians tried to delve in the qualities
of this apocalyptic figure. St. John of Damascus
prophesied, ‘Antichrist will come to Jews and for Jews,
against Christ and Christians’. (John the Damascene was
a friend of Islam and he explained Muslim dogma of
eternal Koran as a form of the Christian teaching of
Logos.) Church Fathers considered the Rise of
Antichrist as the rise and temporary triumph of Judaism.
In 10 c., St Andrew the Byzantine prophesied,
‘The kingdom of Israel will be restored and it will
become the launching pad of Antichrist’.
This proximity of Israel to Apocalypse is felt by
millions of devout Christians in the United States. They
learned that the rise of Antichrist is the stage on the way
to the Second Coming. But, being misled by their
pastors, they draw a paradoxical conclusion and decided
to side with Antichrist. They forgot the words,
‘the Son of Man will go as it has been decreed, but
woe to that man’ who sides with Antichrist.
There are two days of the Jewish calendar especially
suitable for the vengeance. One of them is Purim, the
day, when according to Esther, the Jews slaughtered
75,000 Gentiles in Persia. On Purim, Dr. Baruch
Goldstein of Brooklyn and Hebron massacred the devout
Muslims on the Tomb of Abraham. On Purim, the
ministers of Germany were executed in Nuremberg. On
Purim, two hundred thousand Iraqis were immolated by
the U.S. Air Force in 1991. Purim is auspicious, but
Doomsday is even more appropriate for the vengeance on
the grand scale, for the massacre of Messianic
proportions. Soon afterwards, there is the feast of
Succoth, when the Messiah could be revealed.
Just one minute before we declare Bush as the
Antichrist and/or Messiah, there is one circumstance that
calls for investigation. We know now of some inside
trading in insurance and airline shares that imply a
previous knowledge of the forthcoming attack. We
know of some advance warnings in the Jewish-owned
investment banking system. I can not imagine a Muslim
terrorist who would try and fit the schedule of the
Jewish High Holidays. Even less I could imagine the
apocalyptic Antichrist and his Jewish Cabbalist advisers
buy futures on the stock exchange. It is easier to seek
some bad guys, not necessarily diabolic. Prudence
demands we should account for mundane factors before
going to the celestial ones. That was the preferred
method of Father Brown, the hero of G.K. Chesterton:
before applying for a miracle, check material sources.
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II
Indeed, there is no certainty that President Bush is
manipulated by the Jews. Such presumption is based on
idea that there is a non-Jewish United States, ‘America
stand-alone’, manipulated and subverted by Jews.
If it would be the case, by miraculously excluding the
Jews from public discourse, this original America would
be regained. Actually, the recent post-terror discourse in
the U.S. is a hesitant proof to the contrary.
Many American public figures, Jews and nonJews alike, called for revenge. “There is only one
way to begin to deal with people like this, and that is
you have to kill some of them even if they are not
immediately directly involved in this thing”, said the
former Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger [iii],
who heads the Jewish organisation for claims to
Germany, at USD 300,000 per annum.
‘The response to this unimaginable 21st-Century Pearl
Harbor should be as simple as it is swift—kill the
bastards. A gunshot between the eyes, blow them to
smithereens, poison them if you have to. As for cities
or countries that host these worms, bomb them into
basketball courts’ said Steve Dunleavy in New York Post
[iv]. In the Washington Post, Rich Lowry
proposed, ‘If we flatten part of Damascus or Tehran
or whatever it takes, that is part of the solution.’ [v]
The best quote goes to Ann Coulter, ‘This is no time
to be precious about locating the exact individuals directly
involved in this particular terrorist attack.... We should
invade their countries, kill their leaders and convert them
to Christianity (!?). We weren’t punctilious about
locating and punishing only Hitler and his top officers.
We carpet-bombed German cities; we killed civilians.
That’s war. And this is war’. She wrote it in New York
Daily News [vi], the newspaper of Mortimer Zuckerman,
the current Head of the Presidents’ Conference of
American Jewish Organizations.
This vengeful spirit of the American press is an
aberration of the Western discourse. If you sift the
world literature of the Christian and Muslim lands, you
would discover that revenge appears rarely as the main
subject of an important book. Nikolai Gogol wrote a
Gothic short story called The Terrible Revenge, Prosper
Mérimée wrote a novelette Colomba on Corsican
vendetta C’est tout. Brits always considered revenge a
very un-English trend, certainly not cricket. ‘Vengeful’
is a negative word in every Christian and Muslim culture.
The Jewish culture, au contraire, is saturated with
the idea of vengeance, as it draws straight from the
Old Testament, without the redeeming filter of the
New Testament or Koran.
We Jews know it better than anybody. A brilliant
American Jewish journalist, John Sack noticed it in his
Eye for Eye, a chilling book about horrible revenge
exacted by Jews from the German civilians after WWII.
This book tells of tortures, ‘extra-judicial killings’,
mass poison and other horrors. You are not likely to
get this book, as the Jewish establishment succeeded
to suppress it and keep it out of bookshops.
Not surprisingly, Israel promoted vengeance into its
daily policy. Its attacks on Palestinians were called
peulot tagmul, the acts of vengeance. One of these acts
was perpetrated by the Prime Minister Ariel Sharon in
14 of October 1953, when he and his soldiers
murdered some sixty peasants, women and children in
the village of Qibya. The invasion of Lebanon in
1982 with its 20,000 murdered Lebanese and
Palestinians, Christians and Muslims, was an act of
revenge for the attempt to assassinate Israeli ambassador

in London. During last intifada, every act of Israeli
terror is called ‘retribution’ or ‘retaliation’ by
Israelis and by the American Jewish-owned media.
This Jewish infatuation with vengeance survived the
hazardous crossing of the Atlantic. The American Jews
created Hollywood, and Hollywood made vengeance its
main subject. In a way, American cinema is an
expression of the Jewish collective subconscious, and it
was the main factor in creation of the American psyche.
From Hollywood, vengefulness flew all over the Earth,
and certainly helped to create the world we inhabit. In
other words, there was no need for a conspiracy.
Rather immature America could not withstand the impact
of Jewish mentality, and she became a Jewish State, the
big sister of Israel. A grandson of Trier Rabbi, who
grew up in the Church, Karl Marx actually prophesied in
the 1840s (!) that America will become a Jewish state,
and will embrace the Jewish ideology of greed and
alienation. It explains successes of Jews: It is just
natural that in the Jewish state, Jews succeed more.
This explanation allows us to answer the question we
posted previously; does America support Israel because
of the Jewish lobby or because of the ‘true interest of
American corporations’. The answer is, the Jewish lobby
is a superfluous body supportive of the Israeli rightwing, while America as a whole is a grander Jewish
state with interests outside the Middle East as well.
This presumption explains away a lot of queries. It
explains incredible 99 percent vote for support of Israel. It
explains endless Holocaust museums, Holocaust studies and
Holocaust films. It explains centrality of Jews in American
life, as now America views world events from a traditional
Jewish position, ‘whether it is good for Jews?’
It explains the U.S. walkout at Durban. J.W.
Bush did not mind to quarrel with Europe and Japan
and went back on the Kyoto Treaty. He did not give
a damn to annoy Russia and China with his unilateral
decision to drop Strategic Arms Treaty. But here he
heard His Master’s Voice. This haughty rejection of
Africa and Asia, this insulting dismissal of the AfroAmerican community, this rejection of the great cause
of struggle against racism was an additional proof that
the U.S. became a sister state to Israel.
Recently, President Vladimir Putin tried to justify his
onslaught on Chechens in an interview to Newsweek [vii].
He said, the Chechen leaders ‘publicly called for the
extermination of Jews’, relegating critics of his war to
the ranks of anti-Semites. Now, Chechnya has no Jews,
and Chechen leaders’ opinion on Jews would be
irrelevant, if anti-Semitism would still preserve its original
meaning, i.e. anti-Jewish prejudice or racism. In this form,
it does not exist anymore, as we proved elsewhere [viii],
but the word received a new meaning. It became an
equivalent of anti-Americanism in the days of McCarthy, or
as anti-Sovietism in Brezhnev’s Soviet Union.
Whoever rejects new American paradigm, in
America or elsewhere, is an anti-Semite by definition.
That is why good persons of Jewish origin, whether
Noam Chomsky or Woody Allen, St. Paul or Karl
Marx are called ‘anti-Semites’. They are usually
rejected by the Jewish community, but their names are
used to defend the structure they attacked.
An offence to the Jewish community is not
considered a form of racism, as ordinary racism is
tolerated with great ease, especially if it is directed
towards Arabs (new enemies of Jews) or Blacks (old
enemies of Jews). It is treated as a ‘lese majesté’ (in
the years of Jewish ascendancy in the Soviet Union
(1917-1937), people were shot for an anti-Jewish

remark). Manfred Stricker of Strasbourg campaigned to
name the local university after Dr. Schweitzer, while the
Jewish community preferred the name of a Jewish scholar
with a loose connection to the city. As the result, Manfred
Stricker was sentenced to six months of jail.
While speaking to students in Harvard, Emory and
other Ivy League universities, I noticed that they do
not know the name of Arnold Toynbee. The greatest
British philosopher of history in 20th Century made an
error: He spoke of the tragedy of Palestinians. He
also mentioned the African slavery as a tragedy on a
par with the Jewish “holocaust”. As a result, he was
erased and disappeared from American conscience.
This totality of control over public discourse
explains obedience of American (and European)
intellectuals. For an intellectual, it is better to be
called a pedophile, but not an anti-Semite.
In the Jewish American state, the Jews form its
‘Church’, its ideological establishment. I feel about this
‘church’ as Voltaire, who said, “Destroy the infamy” of
the Catholic Church he was born into.
In the Jewish American state, the Jews are the
most successful group of society. This sudden rise
to glory and riches should not be a cause for vertigo
and self-adulation. Other way around. Following the
line of thought of this great American philosopher,
Immanuel Wallerstein, I shall say: Material success in
our days is a sign of moral failure. ‘Success’ and
riches is not a sign of God’s benevolence. Anyway,
not of God who blessed the poor. A man who
succeeds in the robbers’ gang, fails in the eyes of
God. Our world with its starving millions and overprosperous minority is immoral and anti-Christian, as
anti-Christian as the ‘Crusade’ of President Bush.
[i] Publisher: Alma/Am Oved, Tel Aviv, 2000, ISBN
965-13-1428-1
[ii] NY Times, 12.9.01
[iii] CNN, 9/11/01
[iv] 9/12/01
[v] Rich Lowry, National Review editor, to Howard
Kurtz (Washington Post, 9/13/01)
[vi] 9/12/01
[vii] 2.7.01
[viii] The Third Dove
—Israel Shamir is an Israeli writer and journalist
living in Jaffa. Your responses and requests to
subscribe/unsubscribe
can
be
sent
to
info@israelshamir.com.
Your financial contributions are needed and
welcomed! Send it via Paypal system, see the details
https://www.paypal.com/refer/pal=shamir@home.se or
by mail to P.O.Box 23714, Tel Aviv 61236. Bank
details provided by request.
4000 ISRAELI EMPLOYEES IN WTC
ABSENT THE DAY OF THE ATTACK
Manar TV, manartv.com, 9/17/01
QUERY: Who is the Beneficiary from all this?
http://www.ecologynews.com/cuenews43updates.html
[Caveat Lector—We do not endorse this
information, but pass it on in the public interest.
EcoNews Service, Vancouver, BC]
With the announcement of the attacks at the World
Trade Center in New York, the international media,
particularly the Israeli one, hurried to take advantage
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of the incident and started mourning 4000 Israelis
who work at the two towers. Then suddenly, no one
ever mentioned anything about those Israelis and
later it became clear that they remarkably did not
show up in their jobs the day the incident took
place. No one talked about any Israeli being killed
or wounded in the attacks. Arab diplomatic sources
revealed to the Jordanian al-Watan newspaper that
those Israelis remained absent that day based on
hints from the Israeli General Security Apparatus,
the Shabak, the fact which evoked unannounced
suspicions on American officials who wanted to
know how the Israeli government learned about the
incident before it occurred—and the reasons why it
refrained from informing the U.S authorities of the
information it had. Suspicions had increased further
after Israeli newspaper Yadiot Ahranot revealed
that the Shabak prevented Israeli premier Ariel
Sharon from traveling to New York and particularly
to the city’s eastern coast to participate in a festival
organized by the Zionist organizations in support of
the “Israel”. Aharon Bernie, the commentator at the
newspaper, brought up the issue and came up with
a negative conclusion, saying no answer. He then
asked about the clue behind the Shabak’s position in
preventing Sharon’s participation, and again without
giving an answer. Bernie added that Sharon, who
was delighted for having his speech on top of the
festival agenda, asked the head of the organization
to mediate and convince the Shabak to change its
position, but his attempts were in vain. The next
day after Sharon’s secretary officially announced
that Sharon would not participate—the incident
took place. For its part, the Israeli Haaretz
newspaper revealed that the FBI arrested five
Israelis four hours after the attack on the Twin
Towers while filming the smoking skyline from the
roof of their company’s building. The FBI had
arrested the five for puzzling behavior. They are
said to have been caught videotaping the disaster in
what was interpreted as cries of joy and mockery.
[MM: I’d received this article from five
different individuals but haven’t found
confirmation from its original source—so it’s
being published here by request.]

THE FEDERAL RESERVE READY
TO PROP UP WALL STREET WITH BILLIONS
By Richard Wachman and Jamie Doward,
The Observer—London, 9/17/01

The authorities are determined to avert a
worldwide slump in share prices like the crashes
of 1987 or 1929. Investment banks and their
broking subsidiaries are to block short-selling by
speculators and hedge funds by making it hard
for them to obtain prices on favourable terms.
“Everyone is eager to avoid ‘contagion’,
where prices fall rapidly as investors react
lemming-like to a falling index,” said one banker.
In addition, U.S. regulators are prepared to ease rules
that prevent companies from buying their own stock.
The ‘plunge protection team’ was established by
a special executive order issued by former President
Ronald Reagan in 1989. It is known to include
senior bankers at leading Wall Street institutions
such as Merrill Lynch and Goldman Sachs. It has
acted before, in the early Nineties and during the
1998 LTCM hedge-fund crisis.
Whether coordinated action by the U.S.
authorities and banking institutions will be
sufficient to avert a large-scale sell-off on Wall
Street this week remains to be seen.
Tony Jackson, director of UK equity strategy at
investment bank ING Barings, believes there may be
an emotional tide of support for Wall Street this
week, but that it will be shortlived. He said:
“Some people are talking about a ‘patriotic rally’
t h a t c o u l d lift the Dow by 1,000 points on
reopening. I don’t think it will be that high, but it
will certainly go up, perhaps several hundred points.
“But long term, the trend will still be down,
perhaps 10 per cent from where it opens. Many
companies will cut earnings forecasts now.”
Khuram Chaudhry, equity strategist at Merrill
Lynch, believes that Wall Street could fall by as much
as 10 percent. “You have to remember that things did
not look that good before the attack on the World Trade
Centre. There were already signs that American
consumer confidence was deteriorating. I don’t think
people are now going to rush out to take foreign
holidays or crowd the shopping malls.”
John Llewellyn, economist at Lehman Brothers,
is worried that markets may prove disorderly,
despite the best efforts of the authorities.
“There is a degree of synchronisation
between the three major economies. The U.S.
and Europe are weakening in tandem, while
Japan is in the doldrums. In the early Nineties
Japan was in better shape. The global economy
may end up in a worse condition than 10 years ago.”
But there are optimists too. Sonja Gibbs,
chief equity strategist at Nomura International,
believes “the economic fundamentals will take a
turn for the better in 2002”.
Robin Aspinall, equity analyst at broker Teather and
Greenwood said: “The Americans will want to show
that the stars and stripes still fly over Wall Street.”

The U.S. Federal Reserve and Wall Street’s
powerful investment banks are preparing to spend
billions of dollars to support the U.S. stock
market, which opens this week for the first time
since last Tuesday’s terrorist attacks on New
York and Washington.
A secretive committee—the Working Group on
STOCKS DIVE—
Financial Markets, dubbed ‘the plunge protection
BIGGEST BLUE CHIP WEEKLY LOSS
team’—includes bankers as well as representatives of
SINCE GREAT DEPRESSION
the New York Stock Exchange, NASDAQ and the
U.S. Treasury. It is ready to co-ordinate intervention
By Haitham Haddadin, Reuters, 9/21/01
by the Federal Reserve on an unprecedented scale.
The Fed, supported by the banks, will buy
NEW YORK—Stocks slumped on Friday, with
equities from mutual funds and other institutional blue chips chalking up their biggest weekly loss since
sellers if there is evidence of panic selling in the the Great Depression in the 1930s on growing fears
wake of last week’s carnage.
over a worsening U.S. economy and a long war on
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terrorism after last week’s deadly attacks.
“Right now, there are just falling knives
everywhere,” said Dirk van Dijk, who helps
manage $4.5 billion for C.H. Dean & Associates.
“Who the hell wants to step in front of a freight
train? On Monday we did some buying. Clearly
we were premature.”
The week shattered records. The Dow Jones
industrial average skidded a record 1,370 points,
and its weekly percentage loss eclipsed the slides
of the October crashes of 1987 and 1929. The
New York Stock Exchange clocked its three
busiest days ever on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday since it reopened after a four-day
shutdown caused by the Sept. 11 terror assaults.
An upbeat earnings outlook from bellwether
General Electric Co. failed to fuel optimism after
President Bush prepared the nation for war on
Thursday night. Wall Street has been jittery
about a possible U.S. military response to the
terror attacks that destroyed American landmarks
and claimed thousands of lives.
The devastation sparked national mourning,
massive layoffs, recession fears and plans for
military retaliation. Stocks skidded to three-year
lows, while U.S. Treasuries and gold climbed as
investors fled to safe havens.
“You can’t get a historical parallel. We are boxing
with a ghost,” said Richard Cripps, chief market
strategist at Legg Mason Wood Walker. “The market
is oversold, but there is always an intangible factor to
stock prices and an irrationality that they can reflect.
You have to let it run its course.”
The Dow plunged 140.40 points, or 1.68 percent, to
close at 8,235.81, after initially dropping more than 3
percent. The broader Standard & Poor’s 500 Index
sank 18.74 points, or 1.9 percent, to 965.80. The
technology-laced NASDAQ Composite Index tumbled
47.74 points, or 3.25 percent, to 1,423.19.
The Dow was down 14.26 percent for the week,
second only to a 15.5 percent drop in the summer of
1933, according to the research firm
MarketHistory.com. The NASDAQ crumbled by 16
percent and the S&P 500 fell 11.6 percent this week.
For the year, the NASDAQ is down 42.4
percent, Dow down 23.7 percent and S&P 500
off 26.95 percent.
“The underlying tone here is just selling across
the board,” said Jeff Kleintop, chief investment
strategist at PNC Advisors. “There’s the risk that
the economy topples into a deeper recession... and
things can get worse just because of the military
action and what repercussions result from that.”
Total investor losses of $6.8 trillion since stocks
peaked in March 2000 are equivalent roughly to the
combined economies of Japan, Germany and France.
About $1.4 trillion in investor wealth has evaporated
this week, raising fears consumer spending will drop
and add more pressure to the economy.
U.S. mutual funds are on course to post their
worst year ever, according to data that goes back to
1960 from fund research firm Lipper Inc. The average
diversified U.S. stock fund is down 25.7 percent year
to date through Thursday, exceeding a 24.9 percent
drop for full-year 1974, Lipper said.
[MM: Thanks so much to all of you who sent
articles this week—equivalent to approximately
three full papers (72 pages in CONTACT).]
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New-Earth Birthing
Ceremomy Held On Shasta
By Princeton Winton
TELOS/SHASTA SEGMENT 3
With our spirits refreshed from the exhilaration of
the just-ended-the-day-before fantastically high
experience of the Conclave, the three of us were
driving up the sacred mountain. The mission: to find
the exact spot where I had encountered the
Lemurians and St. Germain 25+ years ago.
My companions were Valery, a beloved and
highly esteemed local healer and channeler (of at
least Kuthumi and Germain) and Larry, a
(heretofore unknown to me) friend who had
provided financial aid for my trip. It was Valery who
had received (via Master Kuthumi) the information
that both Larry and I (as “original contactee”) should
be in attendance at Shasta at this time.
As we drove up we were blessed by a few lighthearted comments from St. Germain, through Valery
of course. As clearly expressed in the TELOS book
(not to mention Pleiadian and Arcturian agreements)
all Light workers are constantly tracked and
monitored. (Mark has volunteered to transfer the
TELOS book to disk if GCH decides it’s appropriate
to run it in segments with his commentary.) It was
warmly comforting to have Germain confirming his
attendance with us. After all, it is a big mountain—
and 26 years is a long stretch for memory of physical
detail. I had a few wisps of doubt that I could go
back to the precise spot of the encounter.
At about 7500 feet, we turned off into the
Panther Meadows parking lot. To my dismay, it
didn’t look much like my memory-picture. Bulletin
boards at the trailheads showed color photographs
(to encourage trekkers’ care for delicate plant life)
illustrating the considerable changes in vegetation in
the last 20-30 years. Finding the spot may be
even harder than I thought, I mused.
As we proceeded on foot upslope, it seemed
there were more trails to select from than I recalled.
We investigated several and I couldn’t seem to get
relocated at all. We noticed that Germain’s comments
had stopped as we explored in seeming futility.
At one point, responding to Valerie’s telepathic
request for assistance, Germain said gaily, “Now
you want to know everything!” The message was
clear: Finding it was our responsibility.
After a couple of hours of mounting frustration,
we sat down to confer. We finally agreed to return
to the car and drive up to the very end of the road,
approximately at the “tree line”, and search
downslope. Germain was still silent.
A few minutes on foot from the car, after

transiting a wide space free of vegetation, we
entered a grove of trees—still nothing looked
familiar and I was beginning to fret that I might let
everyone down by not finding the place.
Then the trail sort of hooked around to head more
downhill and we were, almost abruptly, suddenly
looking out onto a broad, grassy meadow with a
crystalline, full stream coming magically out of the
mountain. My heart raced as the confirming memory
of recognition flooded in. There, downhill to the right,
was the lush, grassy area where the three Lemurians
had sat. To the left was the grove with large rocks
where Germain had passed and greeted us.
We were still at the stream head, oohing and
ahing over the abundance of flowers, when St.
Germain (thru Valery) piped in: “So you like my
meadow.” You can well believe there was an
abundance of grateful joy in my heart as we
moved on down the streamside trail.
Following our intuitive tendency we angled off the
main trail to the left toward “Germain Grove”. As we
drew nearer we gradually began to hear the sound of
a flute, accompanied by “Indian–style” drums. A few
yards short of the grove a young man was standing
high on a rock. When we inquired of him about the
musical sounds—so as not to intrude on some private
ceremony or gathering—he was open and friendly but
sort of indicated we should find out for ourselves.
Valery was leading our rather tentative entry into
the grove, peeking as we could to discern where the
now-ceased music was from. Suddenly she turned
around to announce “It’s Leonard Eagle Cloud!” (our
Shaman/musician friend from the Conclave).
There were a number of jaws adropped as
we stepped out and realized Valery and I knew
every one of the (I believe) nine persons—some
from local, some from the Conclave. We had
apparently walked into a healing ceremony,
unannounced and unexpected.
Six or seven of them had hands on the female
form on the ground. She was in an extremely stressful
moment, her face so contorted I couldn’t at first
recognize who it was; and the writhing motions she
was experiencing gradually seemed somehow familiar.
As we got right up to them the figure on the ground
opened tear-stressed eyes, and in a sort of shocked
recognition said “Valery” and extended her hand,
obviously asking for help. Valery responded of course
(being a healer) and we all channeled our energies
toward who I now realized was the acknowledged “hit”
of the Conclave, Patricia Pereira. It now began to
come clear that, body language and all, what we
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were witnessing (indeed, now participating in) was
a birthing and not per se a “healing”.
Gradually our Arcturian connection Patricia
was brought out of the obviously extremely
stressful moment and smoothly moved into her
role of conducting, under the auspices of the
Arcturians, this ceremony.
We had been brought together (with NO kind
of personal foreknowledge or pre-planning) as the
specific individuals to participate in the birthing of
the NEW EARTH! This was clearly a hallowed
and significant event—as we growingly realized
as the ceremony flowed through stages
orchestrated by Patricia/the Arcturians.
At one point, as we danced in a ring and holding
hands, a quick headcount said we were twelve.
Then, from different directions, there appeared
two young, radiant ladies and the young man we had
inquired of about the music. These three Indigo
children had also been drawn here and were
given blessings and a special dispensation. (The
Arcturian presentation in Patricia’s 4-volume set
[available through Beyond Words Publishing Inc.
at (800) 284-9673] heavily stresses the importance
of and special handling required for these
fantastically endowed young leaders of the future.)
In one phase, Patricia inquired of us where (what
star system) we were each from. Suffice it to say
some of the ones present were from galaxies
beyond our own Milky Way and including the
Great Central Sun. Whether or not the “plot”
“thickens”, it is most certainly expanding in scope
of whom are our sources of help and enlightenment.
As the ceremony wound down, we had time to
relate on a personal level our amazement at our
arriving there at the precise instant when help was
most needed to energize the proceedings—and to
complete the circle. Everyone present was humbled,
grateful and in awe of the fact that we were so
invisibly but undeniably drawn together for this event
in this particular spot. It assuredly manifests
great hope for the immediate future of our
planetary/individual enlightenment process.
Please don’t think of me as egotistical to count
myself as a summoned part of this happening. If I
can’t share it with you, beloved CONTACT reader,
then who? And to not convey this truthful information
to you would be to deny the fullness of Truth.
We are at the long-awaited moment, dear
kindred. With Dad’s Millennium in its ninth month, is
the birth of the New Earth groomed and headed for
the Fifth dimension perhaps right on course and on
time? The deniers (not among our readership I
hope) may of course exercise their free-will
prerogative to deny this right-onness. Let any such
entity review the accuracy of the concept that only—
and exclusively—their own denial is the only force that
can prevent their entry into the unstoppable effect of
the Photon Belt: the Fifth Dimension. It is vividly a
time to monitor your own attitudes and your thoughts.
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Rex Smith
Princeton Winton

WORDS OF WISDOM
FROM HATONN
CONTACT OR SPECTRUM?

I want to briefly respond to
a most unusual question from
a totally “out of the blue”
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
person: “It appears Spectrum
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
will fail, possibly close, so will
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges. you go back to writing for
SINGLE SUBSCRIPTIONS
QUANTITY SUBSCRIPTIONS CONTACT or what?”
I have never stopped writing
U.S. CAN/MEX FOREIGN Quantity 10COPIES 25COPIES 50COPIES 100 COPIES
Quantity
U . S . w/ENVELOPE
for CONTACT—but I have
$125 $160 $275 NOT written, nor have my
$30
13 ISSUES
$40
$45 13 ISSUES $95
$40
$80
$60
26 ISSUES
$80
$90 26 ISSUES $190 $250 $320 $550
compatriots written for
Editorial Policy
52 ISSUES $110 $150
$150 $170 52 ISSUES $380 $500 $640 $1,100 Spectrum. Tails wag a lot of
dogs, my friends. Therefore,
BACK ISSUE RATES
Opinions of CONTACT contributors (including ads)
“or what” has no meaning.
Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
are their own and do not necessarily reflect those
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
January 6, 2001
of the CONTACT staff or management.
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

